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Summary/Abstract 
 

Once strong, post-Cold War Russian-American relations began to sour when the Bush 

administration initiated moves to establish a National Missile Defence plan comprising of 

ballistic missile defence bases located in Eastern Europe. Expectedly, Russia opposed the 

proposal. Moscow refuted the Bush administration’s proposal and called it unnecessary, 

proclaiming the plan was an antagonistic move with the ulterior motive of eroding Russia’s 

nuclear deterrent and second-strike capability. Washington’s claim the plan was to ward off 

the perceived threat of a nuclear weapons capable Iran and North Korea was largely 

dismissed by Moscow. In addition to the missile defence issue, Russian-American relations 

were further exacerbated the gradual eastward expansion of NATO into the former Soviet 

bloc. Relations continued to decline through the recent decade and reached a nadir during 

the 2008 South Ossetia War when the Bush administration entered into an agreement to 

formally begin the process of establishing ballistic missile interceptors situated on missile 

defence bases in Poland.  

 

Russia dismissed the perceived Iranian threat, completed construction of the Bushehr nuclear 

facility and continues to sell medium-scale arms to Iran. Moscow’s intimate knowledge of the 

Iranian and North Korean weapons programs means it played a critical role in these two 

states acquiring the types of ballistic missiles which gave the Bush administration’s perceived 

necessity for a National Missile Defence plan credibility. However, Russia certainly does not 

want Iran or North Korea achieving a nuclear weapons capability, thus accounting for the 

preventive measures undertaken to ensure the Bushehr facility cannot enrich uranium to 

weapons-grade. Therefore, it is imperative for the US to compatibly engage Russia on this 

issue and initiate efforts to explore joint missile defence options. Such an option is feasible, 

and the US and Russia have formed security agreements in the past to suggest this proposal 

is achievable.  

 

The ascension of the Obama administration has seen an improvement in Russian-American 

relations by heavily modifying the original Bush administration proposal and removing the 

most provocative aspects of it creates an opportunity to involve Moscow in a greater joint 

security effort in combating the weapons aspirations of Iran and North Korea. As a result of 

this analysis, this thesis argues compatible joint missile defence between the US and Russia 

is not only feasible, but ultimately necessary if the spread of nuclear weapons and other 

WMDs is to be dramatically curbed. Iran and North Korea may still develop operating ICBMs 

and one day nuclear weapons, but US and Russian leaders must find common ground to 

work jointly on missile defence agreements for the stability of international security. 
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Introduction 
 

On December 21, 1991 the Soviet Union ceased to exist as an independent state following 

the disbanding of its republics into fourteen new nations. Its dissolution followed the 

conclusion to the Cold War, which dominated the international political arena for fifty years 

and brought about the most dramatic seismic change in post-1945 history.
1
 The Cold War 

was marked by the competing ideological differences of the world‟s two superpowers. They 

competed against each other in an arms build-up with continuous innovative weapons 

development, the space race, plans for the advent of war, covert operations and secretive 

espionage, intense psychological warfare, intricate co-dependent alliance systems, economic 

and trade pressure to other nations, and the domination over their respective east and west 

“spheres of influence.”
2
 It was not a war of direct military confrontation, but a war fought on 

many different new fronts in an effort to counter and contract the expansion of the other, 

defining and changing the political landscape the longer it continued.
3
 At its conclusion, the 

United States emerged “victorious” to become the world‟s sole superpower, dominating the 

international political arena in the two decades since, after being left possessing unparalleled 

military, economic, technological and cultural power in the modern world.
4
 Russia, meanwhile, 

was left to pick up the pieces of a stagnant economy and domestic chaos, resembling a 

disastrous failure of “looting and bankrupted nuclearised anarchy.”
5
 

 

Following communism‟s demise, relations between Moscow and Washington normalised and 

became friendlier, enjoying a period of bridge-building in the 1990s where strategic alliances 

and democratic partnerships were formed with the intention to support and assist socio-

political reforms being undertaken in Russia.
6
 The Clinton administration openly backed the 

Yeltsin regime, speaking of focusing on reforming Russia politically and economically, 

achieved by creating economic concessions for Russia by altering the payback schedule of 

Russia‟s foreign debt and persuading the IMF to reduce requirements needed for vital loans. 

Washington used economic inducement by American investment into Russia and supporting 

privatisation of Russian business enterprise in addition to political mediation and 

reassurances to develop what was hoped would lead to “strong bilateral relations” with “all the 

new independent states.”
7
  

 

During this period Moscow and Washington signed the most important strategic arms control 

agreement of the post-war period. START I entered into force in 1994 and barred signatories 

from deploying more than 6,000 accountable nuclear warheads in addition to limiting ICBMs, 

SLBMs and heavy bombers to total 1,600.
8
 Signing START I opened the door for the US and 

Russia to further approach nuclear disarmament, and although START II was never entered 

into force after ratification, both sides agreed to further reduce the total number of strategic 

nuclear weapons by two-thirds below pre-START levels to 3,800-4,250 in the first phase and 
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3,000-3,500 in the second phase. Additionally, START II banned the US and Russia using 

MIRVs on ICBMs to eliminate the first-strike premium, limiting ICBMs to carrying a single 

warhead.
9
 The move to mutual nuclear disarmament was further advanced by signing the 

Moscow Treaty on Strategic Offensive Reductions (SORT) in 2002, additionally reducing 

strategic nuclear warheads to 1,700-2,200 by the end of 2012. The most recent arms 

reduction agreement signed by Washington and Moscow, called “New START,” limits 

strategic nuclear warheads to 1,550 and limits deployed and non-deployed heavy bombers, 

ICBM and SLBM launchers equipped for nuclear armaments to 800 if ratified.
10

 These 

agreements were born from a necessity of the new Russia needing to “change its ways” to 

alter longstanding moods of hostility and greater integrate into the West
11

 and the recognition 

and growth of a new market economy,
12

 as well as a longstanding desire of Washington to 

construct a functioning partnership with the most potent military power outside its own lands.
13

 

Certainly, the US and Russia harbour similar goals of decreasing weapons proliferation 

worldwide and dismantling most of the world‟s weapons of mass destruction (WMD). 

 

However, Russian-American relations soured in the new millennium following the Bush 

administration‟s proposal to develop and implement ballistic missile defence (BMD) bases as 

part of a national missile defence (NMD) program. The signing of National Security 

Presidential Directive 23 followed the National Missile Defence Act of 1999, outlining a plan to 

“deploy as soon as technologically possible an effective National Missile Defence system 

capable of defending the territory of the US against limited ballistic missile attack.” In the 

announcement it was further stated the intention of NMD was to combat the emerging missile 

threat from hostile states seeking the development of WMDs and long-range missiles “as a 

means of coercing the US and our allies” with the intention of adequately safeguarding the US 

and its interests.
14

 In 2007, Washington initiated formal negotiations with Poland and the 

Czech Republic to construct missile shield installations for a Ground-Based Midcourse 

Defence System with defence radars situated in the Czech Republic and interceptors placed 

in Poland.
15

  

 

Following announcement of the proposal Russia has been opposed, viewing it as 

encroachment and a move to encircle Russia with the intent to erode Russia‟s nuclear 

deterrent
16

 and act “against the strategic potential of Russia”.
17

 Russia‟s outspoken opposition 

to NMD further plunged Russian-Americans to new lows. Dialogue from Moscow had been 

openly hostile, continually denouncing NMD plans as antagonism and refuting most American 

attempts to re-assure to the contrary, repeatedly warning if missile defence systems were 

constructed in Poland following the signing of a long-stalled agreement in 2008 “we will be 

forced to react not with diplomatic, but military methods”
18

 and such action “cannot go 

unpunished.”
19

 The deterioration of Russian-American relations has foundation in the dispute 

over NMD and the eastward expansion of NATO, and most of the recent contention between 

Washington and Moscow derides from NMD. Continued plans for NMD, and indeed the entire 
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overarching issue of missile defence and weapons proliferation, are always going to be a 

focal point for Russian-American relations. The effect of the changes to the original NMD plan 

made by the Obama administration gives hope to Russia and the US forging a new path in 

joint security and easing the tensions between these two major-power states. 

 

It is the aim of this thesis to critically analyse the role of missile defence in the deterioration of 

Russian-American relations primarily from 2005-2010, examining reasons for missile defence 

playing such a significant role in the decline of relations and seemingly a return to hostilities, 

further analysing the diametrically opposing viewpoints of Moscow and Washington on missile 

defence, weapons development and nuclear energy. Furthermore, this thesis aims to present 

alternate resolutions to the missile defence dispute by arguing the case for alternate forms of 

joint security and joint missile defence arrangements between the US and Russia on the 

basis such arrangements are not only workable, despite notable differences in opinion, but 

ultimately necessary if the more dangerous nuclear and weapons aspirations of rogue states 

are to be curbed. Lastly, this thesis aims to present an updated analysis of Russian-American 

relations from 2005-2010, noting the differences and improvements to Russian-American 

relations following the ascension of the Obama administration in comparison to the Bush 

administration. 

Literature Review 
 

On the issue of missile defence and the Bush administration‟s proposal to establish BMD 

bases in Eastern Europe, one can ascertain from the literature the general consensus is a 

tendency to either speak favourably of the Bush administration‟s NMD proposal or be 

implicitly or explicitly opposed to the proposal. As a result, the majority of the literature 

available can be regarded as either “pessimistic” or “optimistic” to the Bush administration‟s 

NMD proposal. Remaining literature can be considered noncommittal to the issue and purely 

analysing the facts of missile defence without overtly committing to either side of the debate, 

instead providing a balanced research option for the analysis. The quantity of pessimistic 

literature outweighs the quantity of optimistic literature. This analysis regards the Bush 

administration‟s proposal as unnecessary and antagonistic to the concerns of other major-

states, and argues it was the Bush administration‟s NMD proposal was the major contributing 

factor to the deterioration of Russia-American relations, forming a focal point of the analysis.  

 

The “pessimistic” literature is sceptical of the purpose of NMD under the original guise and 

commonly regards the original proposal as unnecessary, often finding fault with the concept 

of BMD bases.
20

 The pessimistic literature typically shows some sympathy to Russia‟s 

objections to NMD and speaks of warning to the dangers of continually offsetting Russia in 

the pursuit of an NMD program.
21

 However, the pessimistic literature does not simply argue 

against NMD and dismiss it entirely. Rather, the pessimistic literature has a propensity to 

analyse the issue itself and present the facts of missile defence, and then analyse and 
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emphasise the potential consequences the Bush administration‟s proposal may have had on 

Russian-American relations. The pessimistic literature predominantly opposes the concept of 

NMD itself, arguing against NMD by emphasising the limitations of the Bush administration‟s 

proposal. For instance, Smith asserts NMD is closer to a pipe-dream which seeks to “hit a 

bullet with a bullet,” stressing the low reliability of such a system and its susceptibility to 

countermeasures and interceptor technology, suggesting NMD would be unlikely to provide 

many strategic benefits for the US.
22

  

 

However, it is important to note that the pessimistic literature does not discount other facts of 

the issue itself, such as the Bush administration‟s attempts to reassure Moscow it was not a 

move to erode Russia‟s deterrent and second-strike capability or the beginnings of plans for 

encirclement. In this case, some of the literature states the Bush administration‟s NMD 

proposal would have posed no legitimate threat to Russia‟s ICBM stocks, lacking the 

capability to function against Russia‟s sea-based strategic forces of SLBMs, and would have 

further been unable to engage Russian missiles once in flight as the interceptors lacked the 

speed.
23

 Nevertheless, despite this knowledge, the literature does not ignore Russia‟s claims 

the Bush administration‟s NMD proposal was a move to encircle Russia with the intent of 

eroding Russia‟s nuclear deterrent and second-strike capability by securing a sizeable 

security advantage over Moscow.
24

 Thus, the pessimistic literature places the blame for the 

deterioration of Russian-American relations as a consequence of the Bush administration‟s 

proposal for NMD mostly at the feet of the US, arguing despite efforts being made to reassure 

Moscow to the contrary of its fears, it was the act itself of seeking to establish provocative 

BMD bases in Eastern Europe which greatly offset Moscow and contributed to the decline of 

Russian-American relations.
25

 

 

However, there is division in the debate in the literature, and certain counterarguments were 

presented in optimistic literature on missile defence.
26

 The “optimistic” literature followed a 

similar pattern to pessimistic literature by analysing the facts of missile defence itself but 

differed from the pessimistic literature by arguing for its uses against NMD‟s intended targets: 

rogue states. This literature does not explicitly dismiss Russia‟s opposition to NMD, rather the 

optimistic literature argues for NMD‟s effectiveness against rogue states and emerging 

missile-states. For instance, Lindsay and O‟Hanlon assert “even a porous missile defence 

could enhance deterrence by forcing an attacker with limited capability to contemplate the 

possibility that any attack would be futile and fatal” and that it would “bring about all the costs 

inherent in US retaliation without the „benefit‟ of causing damage to American interests.”
27

  

 

As such, optimistic literature is ideally suited for analysis regarding rogue states (see chapter 

two), where the importance of preventing North Korea and Iran developing nuclear weapons 

and other WMDs is heavily stressed. This section of the literature is neither dismissive nor 

advocating NMD. However, it tends to regard the Bush administration‟s perceived threat of 
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Iran and North Korea as having some basis in fact, and therefore opposition to NMD on the 

basis there was absolutely no threat from Iran and North Korea is regarded as untrue. While 

Iran may have been proven not to be building a nuclear facility with the intention of highly-

enriching uranium to weapons-grade
28

, the literature still provides ample detail to the known 

extent of weapons trading between Russia and Iran.
29

 Thus it can be determined there was 

cause for concern by the Bush administration and some apparent need for defences against 

short-and-intermediate-range missiles launched from Iran aimed at US interests in Europe. 

 

However, in the literature there is a significant failure to explicitly recognise the critical reason 

behind Russia‟s opposition to the Bush administration‟s proposal. Therefore, it is left to the 

individual to determine the major contributing factor in the decline of Russian-American 

relations from missile defence. Consequently, the failure of the literature allows for the thesis 

to provide the answers to this issue. As such, the thesis attempts to explicitly argue it was not 

the concept of NMD itself, but rather the proposal to situate BMD bases in close proximity to 

the Russian border in Eastern Europe which essentially created an avoidable firestorm and 

damaged previously stable Russian-American relations.
30

 The health of Russian-American 

relations is vital to the balance of international security. The thesis supports the Obama 

administration‟s posture engagement with Russia on the basis of the necessity of feasible 

joint security arrangements on missile defence between the two states. From the current 

debate in the literature, there is no reason to argue against feasible joint security prospects 

between the US and Russia. Washington had been willing to offer transparency during the 

time of Bush and the Obama administration has shown a greater willingness to “hit the reset 

button” and eliminate the major contributing factors to opposition to NMD, in addition to a 

willingness to incorporate Russia into the European defensive-shield.
31

 The literature also 

recognises the importance of engaging Russia on the issue of missile defence without the 

hostility of recent years.
32

 Therefore, there is cause to believe joint security between the 

United States and Russia is feasible and achievable and there is no discernible aspect of the 

literature in the analysis which justifies dismissing the prospect of the United States and 

Russia forming a joint security arrangement on missile defence. 

Methodology 
 

The research process for the thesis was qualitative documentary research. This documentary 

research was conducted by analysing the available data, typically found in text-based 

publications and journal articles relevant to the issue. The research process was further 

complemented by necessary contemporary media reports, used to complement the research 

by providing additional data where publications and journal articles are either unavailable or 

lacking in providing essential data required to complete the research. Subsequently, the 

research process involved an analysis of this material and data to draw upon the necessary 

conclusions pertaining to the thesis questions as mentioned, and to discuss alternate 

solutions to missile defence by discussing different approaches the Obama administration 
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could use in still achieving the goal of creating a defensive shield protecting US interests but 

doing so in a more compatible manner than previously sought by the Bush administration. 

 

It is not the purpose of this thesis to be a discourse on theory. Rather, this thesis engages a 

relevant theoretical framework in the analysis. As such, the thesis is informed by some realist 

thinking but does not accept it entirely. Neorealist thinking holds there is a need to survive in 

anarchy where states only act in their best interests and rely on themselves to ensure security 

and their “continued existence” in a system defined as anarchic and dangerous.
33

 However, in 

the analysis this is proven to be misplaced because realist thinking is pessimistic to the 

prospects for cooperation between states, regarded as states only cooperating with each 

other as a temporary measure to ensure survival in the anarchic system. Furthermore, 

neorealist thinking is predominantly structural in its nature.
34

 Neorealist thinking is misplaced 

in the analysis because change in international relations procedures over the strict adherence 

to the structure of the international system allowed for a change in Russian-American 

relations. In the analysis this is presented as the change from the relative hardline stance of 

the Bush administration on missile defence compared to the greater willingness exemplified 

by the Obama administration to explore potential joint security arrangements with Russia and 

the steps taken to repair the relationship with Moscow by heavily modifying the original Bush 

administration missile defence proposal.  

 

Theoretically, this is informed by constructivist thinking. Constructivist thinking emphasises 

that threats are socially constructed and the importance of social factors in state-to-state 

relations. It is a concept of constructivist theory that “people act towards objects, including 

other actors, on the basis of the meaning the objects have for them.”
35

 This can be 

determined as states are only unfriendly to one and other because of constructed threats. If 

this threat is removed or changed or the process behind the threat changes, it is thus possible 

for relations between states to normalise and become friendlier.
36

 In the analysis the transition 

to the Obama administration from the Bush administration is the change in international 

relations procedure required to remove the perceived threat of the Bush administration‟s 

national missile defence proposal, therefore creating the possibility for discussion on the 

prospects of joint security arrangements between the US and Russia. The relevant 

constructivist theoretical framework supports a primary argument in the analysis. It further 

allows for the thesis to discuss the possibility of the US and Russia uniting on the issue of 

missile defence and forming joint security arrangements without the socially constructed 

threat of ballistic missile defence bases in Eastern Europe and the hardline rhetoric of the 

Bush administration which contributed immeasurably to the deterioration of Russian-American 

relations. 

 

This thesis is an analysis of the role missile defence has played in the deterioration of 

Russian-American relations and a discussion of joint security prospects and cooperative 
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security agreements between the United States and Russia in combating the weapons 

aspirations of Iran and North Korea. As such, the thesis argues the importance of engaging 

Moscow in a more compatible manner and tackling the issue of missile defence with less 

antagonistic dialogue and policy by Washington if joint missile defence is successfully 

achieved. The thesis emphasises the importance of finding common ground and using a less 

confrontational and antagonistic approach in preventing the spread of nuclear weapons as 

missile defence bases in countries neighbouring Russia. This thesis argues joint missile 

defence agreements between the US and Russia are definitely feasible, but only under the 

provision an alternate approach to missile defence was undertaken by Washington. 

 

Chapter one analyses deterrence theory and the Bush administration‟s rationale for seeking 

an NMD program, and identifies the justification for developing the proposal and Russia‟s 

opposition to BMD bases in Eastern Europe. Chapter two analyses the weapons programs of 

“rogue states” in congruence to their relationship with Russia, highlighting Russia‟s extensive 

relationship with states unfriendly to the US and discussing if Russia‟s role in these weapons 

development and nuclear energy programs has contributed to the deterioration of Russian-

American relations. Chapter three analyses the potential of joint missile defence and joint 

security agreements between the US and Russia, arguing such agreements are feasible 

because previous instances where Washington and Moscow have combined on security 

issues. The limitations and concessions required for feasible joint Russian-American security 

arrangements are further emphasised in addition to the importance of compatibly engaging 

Russia without hostility and antagonism. 

 

The research methods involved analysing collected data to answer the focus questions. As 

mentioned, the data analysed was primarily qualitative using documents such as, but not 

limited to, journal articles, online print media and text-based publications. Due to the nature of 

the research and the purpose of the thesis as an analysis of the role of missile defence in the 

deterioration of Russian-American relations, it was deemed unnecessary to examine 

observational data. Lastly, some inherent biases in the data were detected in selected 

sources; therefore it was required to evaluate the quality of researched data before it was 

included into the thesis. 

 

This thesis acknowledges that the US and Russia are two different states with distinctly 

different ideologies and preferred methods for conducting foreign policy. Likely never to 

become the closest of friends, it is argued there is a distinct necessity for these two states to 

find common ground on such a vital security issue in their own interests and for the “greater 

good” of world affairs. Furthermore, in this thesis the Bush administration‟s plans for NMD are 

viewed as unnecessary and ultimately antagonistic, regarded as a provocative gesture of 

power which disregards the security status-quo, viewed by some states as an attempt to 

undermine a nuclear deterrent. However, it is not intended to disregard the potential threat of 
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Iran and North Korea. Thus, in the thesis it is continually argued for other solutions to missile 

defence, seeking resolutions more compatible with the concerns of Russia, which does not 

include the Bush administration‟s original NMD proposal. The changes to the Bush proposal 

made by the Obama administration are discussed and assessed to be a serious attempt at 

engaging Russia on a common goal of the major-powers: preventing Iran and North Korea 

obtaining nuclear weapons. 

 

It is not intended for the thesis to argue for, or expect, a complete shift in the direction and 

nature of Russian-American relations. However, there are a few different alternate resolutions 

to the biggest issue plaguing Russian-American relations, and these are explored with the 

intention of emphasising Russia‟s role in America‟s quest to end development of WMDs 

around the world. It is argued Russia‟s importance to this goal must not be ignored, but 

further compromises are required from both governments if greater cooperation on missile 

defence is to be achieved. Despite the change in administration in Washington, the words of 

President George W. Bush in his 2003 State of the Union address should not be forgotten: 

 

… the gravest danger facing America and the world, is outlaw regimes that 

seek and possess nuclear, chemical and biological weapons. These 

regimes could use such weapons for blackmail, terror and mass murder. 

They could also give or sell those weapons to terrorist allies, who would 

use them without the least hesitation. This threat is new; America's duty is 

familiar.
37 
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threat of instant US retaliation to deter a Soviet attack, that we could intercept and destroy 

strategic ballistic missiles before they reached our own soil or that of our allies?” 

 

Ronald Reagan, 1983 
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Chapter 1: United States, Russia, and the Ballistic Missile Defence 
Issue 
 

At the height of the Cold War a single American B-52 nuclear bomber could carry more 

explosive power than was used in all wars of modern history.
1
 The debate surrounding 

weapons proliferation served as one of the long-lasting symptoms and flash-points for 

antagonism between the Soviet Union and the United States during the Cold War. It sparked 

an arms race on a dangerous, catastrophic scale, stockpiling over thirty times enough nuclear 

warheads to plunge the world into a nuclear winter. Toward the end of the Cold War the US 

was equipped with approximately 9,500 strategic nuclear warheads and approximately 20,000 

tactical nuclear warheads, holding a total explosive power equivalent to 7,900 megatons. The 

Soviet Union was equipped with an estimated 8,400 strategic nuclear warheads and an 

estimated 15,000 tactical nuclear warheads, totalling to an explosive power equivalent of 

8,500 megatons. In the 1960s, the US possessed enough explosive power, a relatively 

smaller 400 megatons, to destroy most of the Soviet Union’s industrial centres and its 

population
2
. Combined, their nuclear arsenals equated to roughly one million of the type of 

bomb dropped on Hiroshima in 1945 and more than three tons of TNT for every person in the 

world at the time weapons stockpiling was at its greatest
3
. 

 

Indeed, the nuclear arms race and the intense costly military expenditure could be described 

as one of the defining characteristics of the Cold War, acting as one of the main causes for 

the hostility. Stalin regarded the earlier atomic bomb as a limited form of warfare, and Molotov 

dismissed “we realised they [America] couldn’t yet unleash a war, they had only one or two 

bombs left; [so few bombs] could not have played a significant role.”
4
 Stalin appreciated 

atomic energy as a political tool and if the US had it, and the Soviet Union did not, Stalin 

regarded it as a weakened bargaining position and did not wish to be pressured into 

intimidation by the presence of the bomb. Following the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

Stalin made it a priority for the Soviet Union to develop its own atomic weapon capability
5
 to 

restore the balance of power. Thus, when the Soviet Union successfully tested an atomic 

bomb in 1949, and later in 1954 when the first nuclear weapons were introduced to the Soviet 

armed forces
6
, a new aspect to the Cold War was introduced.  

 

Possession of such a large quantity of WMDs by two superpowers placed the world under a 

shadow of global nuclear warfare,
7
 to the point that, even while it seemed unlikely they were 

prepared to willingly use the weapons, it came to a head during the Cuban Missile Crisis in 

1962. Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev ordered the proposed deployment of forty medium-

range nuclear warheads to Cuba under the guise of protection, but also to force a redress of 

the strategic imbalance, and make the US flexible on the other contentious issues between 

the two superpowers.
8
 Certainly, the Cuban Missile Crisis marked a serious instance when 

the outbreak of nuclear war seemed most probable. The actual outcome of it seemed a 
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remote possibility – in the end, it was the world’s phenomenal good fortune it ended in non-

violently
9
 following the withdrawal of the Soviet nuclear warheads and 50,000 troops stationed 

in Cuba. Following the Cuban Missile Crisis, when it became obvious to both sides the scale 

of destruction from nuclear war would be incomprehensibly catastrophic, the new 

understanding of nuclear deterrence in terms of mutually assured destruction was born.  

 

The deterrence-era meant prevention by threat,
10

 where one of the two superpowers would 

warn of the damaging consequences of an act to force the other into relenting, essentially 

defining much of the dispute between the US and the Soviet Union into a highly dangerous 

“cat and mouse” game. The prospect of a nuclear attack was certainly likely to force states to 

think twice before acting, and to act with caution.
11

 However, deterrence, while successful in 

preventing the superpowers from using nuclear weapons against each other, did not prevent 

the massive military build-up undertaken in the latter part of the 1970s and 1980s, which 

certainly had an adverse affect on Soviet-American relations.
12

 The persistent existence of 

WMDs continues to be a spark of contention, dispute and suspicion between the US and 

Russia in the twenty-first century as it had years ago, even if their weapons are no longer 

pointed at each other. 

 

It is the purpose of this chapter to analyse the recent American proposals to construct ballistic 

missile-defence bases (BMD) in Eastern Europe. This chapter shall analyse the rationale for 

missile defence with reference to deterrence theory, America’s perceived necessity for the 

bases and Russia’s open and hostile opposition, and the reasons these bases caused a new 

rift in Russian-American relations. Additionally, it will discuss how Russia poses a diminished 

threat to the US with a reduced number of missiles pointed toward the US. This chapter shall 

also further analyse the potential implications of BMD bases on Russian-American relations, 

discussing the possibility of a new build-up in Russian missile capability, the affect on the 

various anti-ballistic missile treaties, and existing as a major aggressive factor in other recent 

issues between the two states, such as NATO’s East-West expansion and the hostile 

dialogue during the 2008 South Ossetia War. 

Nuclear deterrence and the rationale for missile defence 
 

Deterrence meant prevention by threat,
13

 presented as a psychological warning of 

consequence as well as a physical warning in the existence of fusion bombs. It can 

essentially be defined as knowing what an adversary fears and the price that adversary will 

not pay in order to stop the action being contemplated and carried out, relying on a universal 

rationality of preservation
14

 to manipulate behaviour so something unwanted does not occur.
15

 

In the case of strategic deterrence, it is where one state intends to act against the interests of 

another, and that state takes necessary steps to persuade the other not do so under the 

threat of imminent response, working under the following proviso: a credible and legitimate 

threat is made against one state in response, avoid having that threat worsen the situation, 
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and coerce and manipulate the other state into “behaving itself”.
16

 Additionally, deterrence 

theory holds the state intending to act against the interests of another is convinced against 

carrying out the act because of the threat of retaliatory moves by the other state which far out-

weigh any prospective gains from acting against the interests of that state
17

 and a net loss is 

more probable.
18

 However, when only one power had atomic weapons it did not hesitate to 

use them, but after more than one power could use nuclear weapons the fear of retaliation 

deterred both from using nuclear weapons.
19

 In the context of international security this would 

typically be in the form of a military, not necessarily nuclear, attack or a declaration of war by 

one major-power state against another, using the nuclear bomb as an immense threat, if 

ultimate last resort, to comply. Furthermore, deterrence functions as a safeguard in protecting 

a state and its key allies, using the knowledge an act by an enemy state on another will result 

in similar reprisals, one of which may be a nuclear attack if it escalates to a dramatic point. 

 

Additionally, deterrence formed a crucial component of American foreign policy in the post-

war period, used as a tool in containing Soviet expansion, to prevent the Soviet Union from 

aggressively acting and to promote cautious restraint.
20

 The US used deterrence as a “giant 

club” to be wielded as a threat for a reprisal following an armed attack by an unfriendly state, 

but the most important aspect of this form of deterrence is Washington counted on not having 

to use their nuclear arsenal at all.
21

 Its true effectiveness as a method of foreign policy was 

the bomb existed and the knowledge its “destructive power is fantastically great,”
22

 and could 

thus be used as a method of coercion and simply as a threat of force, without the threat being 

realised in action.
23

 Similarly, the existence of the mammoth Soviet nuclear arsenal prevented 

the US from ever acting directly against the Soviet Union, and the success of no direct 

confrontation between the two superpowers during the Cold War can at least partially be 

attributed to nuclear deterrence. The conscious knowledge of the existence of nuclear 

weaponry perhaps prevented them from ever engaging in open war with each other. 

 

The second aspect of deterrence was mutually assured destruction (MAD). Deterrence in part 

relies on the assumed rationality of self-preservation to function properly, working on the 

basis the superpowers did not annihilate each other during the Cold War because American 

and Soviet leaders valued “their lives, those of their citizens, and the achievements of their 

respective systems” more than “anything that might be contested between them.”
24

 While it 

may have been strategically important and certainly preferable for one to gain an ascendency 

over another in one region of the world, it was not more valuable than the preservation of their 

own countries and certainly not worth engaging in a catastrophic global conflict, therefore 

relying on the assumption no American or Soviet leader would ever truly believe destroying 

most of the world would be the best way to achieve his nation’s goals and ambitions
25

 in the 

struggle of the Cold War.  
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Deterrence functioned with American leaders assuming the rationality of Soviet leaders being 

unlikely to ever use their nuclear arsenal for fear of reprisal and the loss of their preservation 

as a state and society, and in turn Soviet leaders assumed the same rationality of American 

leaders.
26

 Essentially, both parties believed in the same rational thought that, if it came to 

nuclear war, the consequences would be catastrophic for both sides. Thus, mutually assured 

destruction came into being. MAD functioned on the notion a nuclear war fought between the 

US and Soviet Union would simply be too destructive and catastrophic no clear “winner” could 

conceivably emerge from dual nuclear strikes, this understanding lowered the probability of a 

full scale nuclear war between two states under the premise of an assumed rationality of 

preservation.
27

 Therefore, relatively minor disputes between the US and Soviet Union were 

prevented from escalating to a dangerous level of belligerence by a simple belief if one side 

attacked another, the other would respond in kind. A mutually assured destruction situation 

leaves no clear “winner” from nuclear strikes. Due to MAD, this further resulted in the US and 

Soviet Union not directly confronting and drawing arms directly against each other over Third 

World proxy wars, where global strategic safety was reinforced by the taboo of direct 

superpower confrontation involving nuclear weapons and WMDs.
28

 

 

The United States has long coveted a national missile defence (NMD) program to safeguard 

American soil and American interests around the world. In the early years of the Reagan 

administration the US President and others spoke favourably of establishing a technologically 

advanced space-based missile defence system, giving satellites orbiting the earth the ability 

to intercept and destroy incoming enemy missiles, fancifully “rendering nuclear weapons 

impotent and obsolete”.
29

 Missile defence can potentially be described as an extension of 

deterrence itself, functioning as a form of last resort deterrence. The purpose of the Bush 

administration’s planned NMD program was to protect against small intentional missile 

attacks from unfriendly countries, notably Iran and North Korea, which might proliferate 

intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM) in the future, and to protect against accidental or 

unauthorised launches by states currently possessing ICBMs,
30

 such as Russia and China.  

 

Similar to nuclear deterrence, a successful NMD program would provide additional 

psychological deterrence to an attack against the US by diminishing the likelihood of a 

successful attack, but still result in the same retaliatory measures without any of the “benefits” 

of attacking the US and damaging its interests.
31

 Furthermore, even a basic missile defence 

program has the potential to enhance deterrence by limiting the capability of unfriendly states 

to contemplate an attack without also being aware of the futility of such an attack.
32

 However, 

an NMD program differs from traditional deterrence by relying less on perceived rationality of 

an adversary in an international crisis, and as well as being purposely for conflicts between 

the West and rogue states it would further defend against terrorist groups.
33

 NMD differs from 

theatre missile defence (TMD), in the context of America’s location in the world, because 

theatre missile defence mainly protects against short-range missiles with a range of less than 
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3,500km, further guarding against other weapons with the exception of ICBMs, and containing 

slower interceptors which are ineffectual against long-range missile threats.
34

 Furthermore, 

Russia and China hold few reservations regarding TMD programs and find those acceptable, 

but both states remained opposed to and suspicious of an NMD program that would 

undermine their nuclear deterrent.
35

 

 

In the US, the rationale for creating an NMD program also gives greater attention to the 

irrationality and unpredictability of international affairs in the twenty-first century, no longer 

focusing on neutralising a nuclear-equipped peer competitor. The presence of terrorist groups 

and rogue states are the basis of an adjudged need for an NMD program, as the proliferation 

of ballistic missiles by states such as North Korea and Iran is unlikely to be entirely prevented. 

The spread of ballistic missile technology to rogue states obtaining the ability to strike the US 

and its security interests with improved long-range missile arsenals, particularly the 

development of ICBMs, forms the basis of the perceived necessity to establish an NMD 

program in the US. ICBMs remain the only type of threat against which the US has limited 

defence capability after deterrence.
36

 As such, an NMD program has its limitations, being 

unable to protect against smuggled nuclear suitcase bombs and failing to address threats 

from sea-based missiles or cruise missiles and other short-and-medium-range missiles 

launched from the territory of nearby countries,
37

 strictly being suited to defending against 

incoming IRBMs and other WMDs launched from rogue states or terrorist organisation that 

has acquired such weapons. While limited in its scope, an NMD program certainly has its 

uses in protecting the US and its interests from the unpredictability of states such as Iran and 

North Korea, however it is a proposal which has caused much controversy in the international 

arena, with Russia feeling particularly aggrieved by plans for a new American NMD program. 

America’s Proposal, Russia’s Opposition 
 

The issue of the establishment of American-operated BMD bases in Eastern Europe was 

bound to create contention and opposition from Russia. In 2007, the Bush administration first 

began lobbying European states to accept a US deployment of missile defence components, 

claiming its objective would be provide Europe with a missile defence system to defend 

Europe against limited intermediate and long-range ballistic missile attacks, expected to have 

originated from the Middle East,
38

 in addition to the Californian and Alaskan bases defending 

the US. With Iraq vanquished as an enemy threat, this claim is specifically aimed at an 

alleged attack by Iran. North Korea would also be identified as a likely origin of an attack on 

the US.
39

  

 

The establishment of the bases – planned for Poland to station ten interceptor missiles and 

the Czech Republic to house necessary radar equipment to monitor any launched missiles – 

claimed to increase the probability of intercepting any ballistic missile, such as a nuclear 

warhead attached to an ICBM, launched from Iran or North Korea towards Europe or the US. 
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Indeed, North Korea’s ambitious weapons proliferation and export of weapons to Syria, 

Pakistan, Libya and Iran is one of the primary reasons the US sought to upgrade its missile 

defence. North Korea already possessed short and medium-range ballistic missiles prior to 

the proposal, and has been developing long-range ICBMs for some time. In 2006 North Korea 

tested its own nuclear devices. Early testing of North Korea’s first ICBM – Taepodong-2 –   

indicated the missile could reach much of Asia
40

 despite the nuclear device being deemed 

unsuccessful with an estimated blast of less than 1kiloton.
.41

 Testing also indicated 

Taepodong-2 could strike the westernmost islands of Hawaii and Alaska.
42

 However, to date 

neither North Korea nor Iran have the weapons capability to reach continental North America. 

Nevertheless, the Bush administration remained convinced of the threat of enemy ballistic 

missile attacks, citing four key global security goals as its reason for proposing the bases: 

first, as an important instrument to combat WMD proliferation in conjunction with diplomatic 

and political measures; an alternative to tactical offensive weapons in response management 

and global crisis control; succeeding as a replacement for traditional offensive oriented 

weapons deterrence; and lastly, providing critically important protection to threatened 

population centres in the event of diplomatic and deterrence failure.
43

 

 

However, Russia was vehemently against the proposal not long following the announcement. 

Along with China, Russia is one of only two states in the world possessing ICBMs capable of 

rendering America’s interceptor technology ineffective, at least 660 of which are able to reach 

the US. China has about twenty.
44

 Despite being able to by-pass America’s interceptor 

technology if they launched an ICBM, and, in pure numbers, the only state able to threaten 

the US with its weapons capabilities, the proposal to establish the bases greatly troubled 

Russia. Chief among these concerns was the direction of the US-led global missile defence 

plan, the strategic uncertainty of open-end system architecture and period block 

deployments,
45

 and the perceived lack of transparency shown. Arms control transparency 

during the Cold War was predicated on making both sides aware, within the obvious limits of 

security measures, of what the other was doing.
46

  

 

Russia felt the proposed bases in Eastern Europe were too close to the border for comfort, 

and clearly chafed Moscow. Putin likened Russia’s feelings on the matter to the 1962 Cuban 

Missile Crisis, stating “the situation is quite similar technologically for us. We have withdrawn 

the remains of [our] bases from Vietnam and Cuba, but such threats are being created near 

our borders.”
47

 Russia’s defiant and public opposition to the proposed bases were partially as 

a result of dismissing Iran as a legitimate strategic threat to the US and viewing the idea of 

warding off an attack from Iran as unnecessary. While the cost of these bases is real – the US 

is estimated to have allocated US$10bn of its defence budget to the bases – Russia feels the 

missile threats to the US are not.
48

 Iran and North Korea had never successfully tested a 

missile capable of causing real concern to the US, with neither being close to possessing 

missiles capable of reaching the US.
49

 As such, Russia believes the establishment of the 
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BMD bases would only lead to the destabilising of Europe, with local populations suspicious 

of the Bush administration’s intention with the bases and usually opposed to their 

implementation
50

 and at times sympathetic to Russia. 

 

The Bush administration made attempts to re-assure Moscow there was no reason to fear 

American global missile defences, as the system’s design meant it was ill-suited to act as a 

protection against the abundant Russian missiles on hand.
51

 America’s rationale for building 

an NMD system gives further attention to the irrationality and unpredictability in international 

affairs as opposed to earlier versions emphasising neutralising massive nuclear attacks from 

a peer competitor.
52

 It was argued by Washington defending one’s country against nuclear 

weapons and other WMDs through missile defence rather than constructing more of them or 

relying on Cold War concepts of deterrence
53

 is a preferable option. Critics of the NMD 

scheme regard it as “hitting a bullet with a bullet” and unreliable, too susceptible to 

countermeasures
54

. It is important to note the US is clearly not defenceless against ballistic 

missile threats, and diplomacy and other forms of arms control may halt the proliferation of 

long-range ballistic missiles by unfriendly states. The US also possesses an overwhelming 

deterrent option, both nuclear and other non-nuclear strategic offensive weapons, and it is 

highly unlikely any ballistic missile state would actually threaten, let alone attack, the US given 

the dire consequences of a devastating American response. Therefore, the rationale for 

missile defence bases would have been the final insurance against the failure of diplomacy 

and arms control to stem the proliferation of long-range ballistic missiles, the failure of 

deterrence.
55

 

 

Russia’s contention, however, was that the US had still not been altogether forthcoming in the 

future intention of its missile defence plans, and Moscow was suspicious of the growing 

disparity between US and Russian offensive and defensive technology. It was feared the US 

was actively seeking to secure a strategic advantage over Russia.
56

 Additionally, one of the 

primary reservations Russia held toward BMD bases in Europe was the potential 

development in the ground-and-spaced-based sensors that could provide the basis for future 

rapid development of a system that might degrade Russia’s strategic nuclear deterrent and 

make much of Russia’s ICBM arsenal obsolete and ineffective.
57

 Moscow spoke nothing of 

the yet to be solved vast technical problems of the system or of the high cost involved.
58

 

Russian officials argued in opposition to the planned bases by proclaiming to adequately 

guarantee a capability to penetrate the new system and maintain the ability to supersede 

American interceptor technology, Russia would be forced to retain and possibly even expand 

its nuclear arsenal and multiple-warhead stocks of land-attack cruise missiles (LACM). 

Additionally, this would have had obvious consequences for arms control agreements – in 

addition to many of the critical bilateral security agreements between Russia and the US – 

and stability if Moscow expanded weapons capability in response to the proposed bases.
59

 If 

this had happened it would have rendered a lot of the post-Cold War era achievements 
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ineffective if Russia undertook a large military increase as a response to secure their own 

national security interest by seeking to maintain, and advance, the capabilities of their 

countermeasure systems to stall American missile defence.
60

   

 

To secure the development of the NMD program the US abrogated the ABM treaty due to 

missile defence plans of sea, air and space-based defence components being prohibited by 

the ABM treaty. Initiatives to seek amendments to the treaty permitting deployment of an 

NMD system were flatly rejected by Moscow along with any changes to the restrictions of the 

ABM treaty.
61

 The demise of the ABM treaty should have represented a concern for the US 

rather than the relative non-threat of Iranian and North Korean future weapons capability, as 

the ABM treaty was one of pillars of nuclear disarmament and arms control, and played a role 

in controlling proliferation and maintaining a stable nuclear environment in the late twentieth 

century.
62

 Essentially, the world could not afford for Russia to have responded with an 

increase in its weapons stockpiling as a countermove to the distinctly unnecessary BMD 

bases in Eastern Europe. If Russia and China responded to the NMD program by multiplying 

their nuclear and non-nuclear arsenal, certainly it results in a net loss for global security and 

the stability of key geopolitical regions.
63

 The real challenge for the US is not just to develop 

effective counterforce capability should Iran and North Korea ever become a true nuclear 

threat, but also to develop an agreeable strategic vision receptive to the concerns of Russia 

and the other major-states, one that also maintains a stable relationship.
64

 

Implications of a national missile defence program 
 

Despite continued reassurances to the contrary during the development of the American NMD 

program, Russia (and China) repeatedly expressed concerns and protestations to the 

proposal, citing numerous reasons for their opposition as discussed above. The implications 

of an NMD program could have had adverse affects on the American relationship with these 

two states, but particularly upon the Russian-American relationship where the implications for 

further deterioration and the possibility of greater hostility have been abundant.  

 

Proponents of missile defence argued the Bush administration would build an NMD program 

strictly for the purpose of national defence; to shield and protect the US and American 

interests from incoming attacks of nuclear weapons and other WMDs. In addition, proponents 

argued it would serve primarily as an extension of deterrence and be solely suited to guarding 

the US against the possibility of an incoming attack on its territory or interests by one of the 

aforementioned rogue states should any of these states acquire a genuine working nuclear or 

other WMD threat.
65

 However, proponents would additionally argue in the event of an NMD 

program successfully coming into fruition it would have no impact on the security interests or 

nuclear deterrence capabilities of any of the other nuclear-weapon states, and states such as 

Russia and China would effectively have to just accept the American defensive shield was not 

aimed at them or intended to compromise their own security and deterrence capability.
66
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Nevertheless, Moscow and Beijing remained unconvinced, and as such there have been 

several potential implications on the deteriorating Russian-American relationship that can be 

attributed to the Bush administration’s NMD program. Russia remained in opposition to the 

program since its beginning, citing numerous reasons to justify opposition to what may appear 

as a defence-first shield solely to protect the US and its interests from rogue states. Russia 

worried the development of a comprehensive NMD program by the US would undermine 

Russia’s second-strike capability
67

 and force Russia into securing the vulnerability of its 

strategic nuclear forces by placing it on readier alerts and effective stand-bys to maintain 

present ability of superseding American interceptor technology. Nevertheless, it has been 

recognised the greater the number of interceptors the US is able to field through an NMD 

program; the greater the number of missiles Russia may feel compelled to deploy to bypass 

the interceptors to maintain security interests, nuclear deterrence option and second-strike 

capability.
68

  

 

One certain implication of an NMD program Russia fears is the unstated motive for NMD: to 

achieve unparalleled and unmatchable American dominance over international security 

affairs
69

 at the expense of the Russian nuclear deterrent threat. Furthermore, because the 

missile defence bases were planned for states in Eastern Europe and were to be situated 

close to the Russian border, Russia chaffed under the proposal and clearly felt bases in 

Eastern Europe were too close for comfort, with Russian leaders describing the idea of 

weapons so close to their borders as similar to the Cuban Missile Crisis.
70

 Additionally, 

another implication arising from Moscow’s pronounced objection to the BMD bases was the 

aggression shown against Georgia during the South Ossetia conflict of 2008. It is asserted 

Putin acted with such aggression by unleashing the Russian military into Georgia, not out of 

any deep desire to defend “a few thousand South Ossetians,” but to reassert Russia’s grip 

over its implied sphere of influence.
71

 Additionally, it is believed these actions were a move by 

Putin to convey his deep displeasure with an alleged encroachment on Russia’s national 

interests from the so-called colour revolutions in Ukraine and Georgia promoting pro-Western 

governments and the proposal to establish missile defence bases in Poland and the Czech 

Republic, all part of Moscow’s fear of “geopolitical and ideological encirclement”.
72

 Indeed, 

during the South Ossetia crisis the Bush administration signed a long-stalled agreement with 

Poland to situate a base on Polish territory; Russia reacted “angrily” and stated the move 

would worsen relations with Washington as “such an action cannot go unpunished.”
73

 

Furthermore, Moscow viewed the timing of the signing during the conflict in Georgia as 

confirmation “the missile defence system will be deployed, not against Iran, but the strategic 

potential of Russia.”
74

 

 

While Russia’s opposition to NMD may be justified, there was a certain implication that had 

the potential to arise if the Bush administration had successfully implemented the coveted 
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defensive-shield from BMD bases in Eastern Europe. Russia may have felt it necessary to 

institute a renewed arms build-up and begin proliferation of nuclear weapons and other 

WMDs after years of gradual constructive downsizing, in addition to threats to deploy 

medium-range offensive missiles in Kaliningrad by the Polish border.
75

 It was unlikely for the 

hostility between the US and Russia to fall to levels seen during the Cold War. Nevertheless, 

Russia continued to oppose NMD and was unlikely to warm up to the issue as long as it 

considered the Bush administrations plans a threat.
76

 Moscow is immensely protective of 

Russian interests and would have continued to politically oppose NMD to ensure a robust 

deterrent option and second-strike capability.
77

 

 

Russian-American relations reached a nadir during the 2008 South Ossetia War and had the 

potential to further worsen when presidential candidate Jon McCain publically outlined his 

support for Georgia during the conflict, proclaiming “[today] we are all Georgians.”
78

 However, 

through good judgement the ascension of the Obama administration has seen a distinctly 

different approach taken toward Russia and missile defence. Without the ascension of the 

Obama administration and the change brought to Russian-American relations, Moscow may 

have resorted to measures such as refusal to cooperate at the United Nations, blocking 

issues brought to the UN Security Council and further expanding nuclear energy and ballistic 

missile ties to states such as Iran and North Korea, potentially even selling basic low-grade 

countermeasure technology to prevent the establishment of BMD bases in Eastern Europe.
79

 

The Obama administration has taken initiative in smoothing the waters with Moscow and 

began working in conjunction with Russia to address the most provocative criticisms of NMD, 

seeking to find alternative solutions to the missile defence debate.
80
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“States like these, and their terrorist allies, constitute an axis of evil, arming to threaten the 

peace of the world. By seeking weapons of mass destruction, these regimes pose a grave 

and growing danger. They could provide these arms to terrorists, giving them the means to 

match their hatred. They could attack our allies or attempt to blackmail the United States. In 

any of these cases, the price of indifference would be catastrophic.” 

 

“Given the goals of rogue states and terrorists, the United States can no longer solely rely on 

a reactive posture as we have in the past. The inability to deter a potential attacker, the 

immediacy of today’s threats, and the magnitude of potential harm that could be caused by 

our adversaries’ choice of weapons, do not permit that option. We cannot let our enemies 

strike first.” 

 

George W. Bush, 2002 
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Chapter 2: United States, Russia, and the Missile-ready Rogue 
States 
 

Russia no longer represents the greatest threat to the United States’ security and interests 

around the world. Indeed, while Russia continues to be the sole nation closest to standing 

equally with the US due to its sizeable nuclear arsenal, other ground-and-air missiles, military 

and naval hardware, personnel and expenditure, the focus of US national security strategy 

has shifted to nations designated “rogue states” by American leaders. These are states that 

brutalise their people, display little regard for international law, threaten their neighbours, and 

are determined to acquire WMDs, harbour terrorism, and reject “basic human values.”
1
 The 

concept of the rogue state is also an elastic term with a disputed membership and a lack of 

understanding of the true goals of these states,
2
 which further draws on Cold War-era 

pretexts and ways of thinking.
3
 It was a term that came into popular use following the demise 

of the Soviet Union, when the US “needed new enemies” and shifted its national security 

strategies and focus of deterrence to “rogue states such as Iraq, Iran, Libya, Cuba, and North 

Korea.”
4
 It is a transient concept able to be alternated and changed depending on the current 

climate of international affairs and the support or disagreement given to western powers on 

any given issue.  

 

Israel is not a rogue state despite not being a signatory to the nuclear non-proliferation treaty 

(NPT), because it is a key western ally; and Iraq was declassified as a rogue state during its 

war with Iran, which was a rogue and a state evidently hostile to the US. This shifting of the 

rogue state classification was similarly applied to Pakistan during and after the Soviet-Afghan 

War when it became a frontline state and the nuclear proliferation issue was overlooked, but 

restored to rogue state status once its value to American strategy declined.
5
 Rogue states can 

be further narrowed to two de-facto criteria:  

 

 if a state is friendly to the United States, rather than the actual behaviour or the 

legitimate threat a state poses to international security,
6
 and; 

 whether the state in question defies the orders of the powerful major states, whose own 

behaviour is exempt from the classification of a rogue state.
7
  

 

It is the West’s policy interests and current perceptions that ultimately dictate differences 

between a rogue state and one which is not.
8
 Despite Pakistan’s nuclear weapons program 

remaining constant throughout the Soviet-Afghan War, it shifted from rogue state to compliant 

(or benign) state and back to rogue state in the space of a decade as its perception and 

strategic importance to the US changed.
9
 Iraq, no longer under the control of Saddam 

Hussein and tenuously under control of the US, would no longer be classified as a rogue, and 

thus shall not be addressed in this chapter. 
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As established in the previous chapter, the following states were the primary justification by 

the Bush administration for a national missile defence program. Iran and North Korea (and 

previously Iraq) are the states commonly regarded as rogue states, “outposts of tyranny,” and 

the “axis of evil” due to an implicit covert nuclear proliferation programs and development of 

WMDs, a development expressively opposed by the US and the other signatories to the NPT. 

While Iraq and Iran have long been ratified as signatories to the treaty, Iran has repeatedly 

violated their obligations to the treaty, failing to meet required clauses to the agreement and 

operated a clandestine nuclear program for some time.
10

 In addition, North Korea withdrew 

from the treaty following criticisms and allegations of illegally enriching weapons-grade 

uranium, where “the announcement of the withdrawal was treated as an incomprehensible act 

of defiance and an ominous sign that North Korea was hell-bent on producing nuclear 

weapons”.
11

 To date, North Korea has twice conducted underground nuclear tests with the 

first yielding explosive power of less than a kiloton, not producing the results of a typical 

nuclear explosion.
12

 The second test in 2009 carried an undetermined yield; with US 

intelligence claiming it “probably produced a few kilotons”.
13

 Following both tests Russian 

intelligence placed the yield factor far higher than western sources, estimating the second test 

produced a result of 10-20 kilotons, equivalent to the bombs dropped on Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki.
14

 Nevertheless, despite the conflicting reports on the success of the nuclear tests, 

North Korea remains as the rogue state of most concern, with a nuclear weapons program 

and development of other WMDs further along in progress than Iran
15

.  

 

Indeed, during the infancy of its weapons programs, Iran swapped cash for extensive North 

Korean technical support, the transfer of hard and soft technology and the first rights to 

purchase successful, working North Korean manufactured missiles. It is estimated around 

eighteen Musudan intermediate-range ballistic missiles (IRBM) were transferred from North 

Korea to Iran in late 2005 to early 2006 in lieu of a symbiotic relationship of missile sharing, 

with Iran harbouring designs on purchasing North Korea’s Taepodong-2 missiles should they 

become successfully operational.
 16

 Despite improvements to its domestic development 

capability to execute complex missile programs, Iran is still dependent on foreign assistance 

to make its missile capability more than just a psychological deterrent and a “what if?” 

hypothetical question. For Iran to obtain truly credible military utility that raises serious 

concerns it requires significant improvements to carry conventional pay-loads and 

improvements to guidance systems. For this, it requires substantial assistance from North 

Korea at an equally substantial cost.
17

 It is this form of a secretive and difficult to monitor 

symbiotic partnership between two reticent states unfriendly to the West which represents 

one of the greatest challenges to the major powers in curbing the spread of nuclear weapons 

and other WMDs. 

 

Neither North Korea nor Iran would have been able to achieve their present missile capacity 

first without assistance from external sources. Russia, of all nuclear weapon states, has 
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closer ties to these states and much of the continued technical assistance provided originates 

from Russia. Evidence suggests Russian technical expertise saved the Iranian weapons 

program years in development time on the Shibab-3 missiles and Russian sources provided 

additional missile production equipment to help develop new missiles.
18

 Indeed, much of the 

equipment Iran has acquired from North Korea, principally including liquid-fuelled ballistic 

missiles such as the Musudan missiles, depended heavily on Russian technological input 

from the Makayev OKB Design Bureau. The complex specialised expertise to master 

storable-liquid technology is regarded as being beyond the technological capability of North 

Korea.
19

 It is for these reasons Russia plays such a vital role in curbing the spread of WMDs 

by rogue states, for their relationship with these states differs greatly from the US, in addition 

to being closer geographically and, in some ways, culturally, to Iran and North Korea.
20

 Thus, 

without Russian involvement and technical assistance, the North Korean and Iranian 

weapons programs would be just a fanciful possibility and even less of a threat to the US, its 

allies and its worldwide interests. 

 

It is the purpose of this chapter to analyse the relationship missile-ready rogue states have 

with Russia and the impacts of it on the deteriorating Russian-American relationship. This 

chapter shall analyse the importance of Russia’s extensive relationship with several states 

unfriendly and hostile to the US. In addition, this chapter shall discuss Russia’s role in the 

proliferation and development of nuclear and other WMDs, through technical assistance or 

legal and illegal sale of weapons by rogue states, particularly focusing on the Russian 

involvement in the development of nuclear weapons by Iran and North Korea. This chapter 

further discusses the implications of Russia’s close ties to these states on its relationship with 

the US, which has long been at odds with Iran and North Korea, and if it creates a source of 

contention and contributed to the deterioration of the Russian-American relationship. 

Russia and the weapons programs of Iran and North Korea 
 

“Sphere of influence” was a commonly used term to define regions of the world where the US 

or the Soviet Union held sway diplomatically, maintained military support or constant 

presence, provided economic trade agreements, and persuaded states to either lean to 

capitalism or socialism in its national policy. For the Soviet Union it was a vital part of its 

foreign policy. Andropov summarised relations with other socialist states as “the future 

competition with the US will take place not in Europe, or the Atlantic Ocean. It will take place 

in Africa, and Latin America. We will compete with every piece of land, for every country.”
21

 

Moscow maintained a sphere of influence over many nations Washington considered 

unfriendly then, and some now, an aspect of foreign policy the Russian Federation has 

continued; critically establishing ties in North Africa with Libya and Egypt.
22

 Russia shares 

close, if limited ties with Israel, sharing intelligence between security agencies, jointly working 

on reconnaissance satellites and other high-tech operations, and extensive trading. Russian 

leadership regards Israel as a key ally in containing Islamist extremists, which Russia faces 
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domestically in the Muslim majority southern republics
23

 and the proximity of its borders to 

many of the unstable regions of the Middle East and Central and South Asia. In the 1980s, 

during the development of Pakistan’s nuclear program, the Soviet Union was outspoken in its 

opposition and warned Pakistan they would not tolerate the development of nuclear weapons. 

Consequently, the US supported Pakistan to such an extent they unequivocally warned the 

Soviets to “keep out of Pakistan’s affairs” and protected Pakistan’s burgeoning nuclear 

program.
24

  

 

In the Middle East, the Soviet Union had relations with Syria, where Russia continues to sell 

arms such as surface-to-air missiles and other short-range missiles.
25

 It long maintained ties 

with Saddam Hussein’s Iraq – at the time of the First Gulf War, Iraq held a debt of 

US$13billion for Soviet arms. Nevertheless, Moscow led calls for Iraq to withdraw from 

Kuwait, ultimately siding with the United Nations resolution authorising the use of force 

against Iraq when attempts at persuasion failed.
26

 Similarly, in the years following the removal 

of the Shah, a key American ally, the Soviet Union and then Russia formed closer ties with 

Iran. Russian arms are manufactured and exported to Iran; indeed it forms a powerful 

domestic lobby from influential private enterprise and much of Russia’s Middle East foreign 

policy is dictated by the arms trade, where Russia seeks to coordinate security policies with 

regional actors and promote Russian business in the region. Additionally, guarding against 

Islamist extremism against Russia also forms a part of Russia’s Middle East foreign policy, 

but crucially Russian leaders seek to prevent the unwanted proliferation of nuclear weapons 

and other WMDs in the Middle East.
27

 Russia’s position on the Middle East is often 

multifaceted and contradictory and neither commits to one side or the other, not being directly 

involved in the conflict management of the region, thus giving Russia the flexibility to openly 

trade and have diplomatic relations with Israel while also maintaining similar trade and 

diplomatic relations with rogue state Iran. What is certain, however, Russia loves to “have its 

fingers in the pie” and play an influential role in this complex region of the world. Russia also 

has a closer relationship with North Korea than most other major-states where a similarly 

multifaceted and contradictory position is maintained after decades of sheltering North Korea 

with the Soviet “nuclear umbrella,” which “protected North Korea every minute of every day.”
28

 

North Korea 
 

Russia plays an important role in weapons export in the Middle East and North Korea. 

Primarily, this is because Russian technicians have long been recruited by North Korea and 

Middle Eastern regimes to assist in the development of weapons, assisting in the 

procurement of advanced GPS software from Moscow for Iraq’s cruise missile program, 

entering into talks to sell Iskander-E ballistic missile systems and Russia’s LACM R-500 to 

Syria, and sending technical support to Iran during the infancy of its ballistic missile 

program.
29

 North Korea lacks the specialised expertise and domestic technical sophistication 

to successfully develop intercontinental ballistic missiles without external assistance, which 
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almost certainly originates from Russian or Chinese engineers and scientists. Indeed, in 1999 

a North Korean freighter bound for Libya detained by Indian customs officials was discovered 

to contain a near complete assembly line for scud missiles with a supply of spare 

components. Numerous blueprints, notebooks and textbooks in Russian and Chinese 

detailing the assembly of the missiles were also discovered.
30

 During the Soviet-era it was not 

uncommon for North Korean scientists to visit the Soviet Union and learn at the Dubna 

Nuclear Research Institute near Moscow, although it was unlikely the Soviets, like Russia 

now, would have been overly willing to assist North Korea to become nuclear capable.
31

  

 

Russian assistance is alleged to have been given to North Korea in the procurement of 

storable-liquid propulsion for the Musudan missiles, a 3,500km-range ballistic missile heavily 

based on the Soviet SS-N6 submarine-launched system.
32

 As mentioned, technical mastery 

of storable-liquid propulsion and the conversion of a submarine-launched to a ground-

launched system is highly complex, requiring special materials, tools, facilities, integration 

skills and technical know-how could only have originated externally. Such technical prowess 

is regarded as being beyond the technical capability of North Korea and domestic engineers, 

described as, “[that the] North Koreans managed to master the technology on their own from 

sets of drawings stretches the imagination.”
33

 It is likely Pyongyang solicited Russian missile 

specialists to aid the development of Musudan where it is alleged Russian and North Korean 

engineers collaborated face-to-face on a frequent basis as apart of a “structured technology 

transfer process” for North Korea to have achieved such a technical breakthrough in ballistic 

missile capability.
34

  

 

However, while North Korea is, with some continued external assistance, capable of building 

short-and-mid-range missiles, it has not yet demonstrated mastery of the difficult task of 

developing multiphase boost systems, guidance systems and re-entry vehicles necessary to 

transform a missile into an operational intercontinental weapon, where it is essential to know 

a rocket’s precise position and speed to set course accurately, requiring accurate positioning 

satellites to function properly.
35

 While Moscow may be prepared to accept a pay-off to assist 

in the development of the missiles themselves, they may be reluctant to further assist 

Pyongyang to fully harness the missiles into operational weapons, preferring to keep the 

status-quo. Should North Korea’s Taepodong-2 missile ever become successfully operational 

with the required guidance systems, boost-phase igniters and re-entry vehicle, it is alleged 

Taepodong-2 has the potential to deliver a several-hundred kilogram payload to Alaska or 

Hawaii at two-stage, and a three-stage Taepodong-2 might have the possibility to deliver a 

similar payload to most of the US.
36

 Despite obvious payload restrictions, an operational 

three-stage Taepodong-2 missile would be able to target cities in the western half of the US 

with nuclear warheads with an estimated arc extending west and northwest from Phoenix, 

Arizona to Madison, Wisconsin.
37

 Similarly, an arc could be extended to Russia as well, with 

cities in eastern Russia particularly vulnerable. 
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If North Korea acquired the ability to build a sufficiently lightweight warhead mounted to a 

missile capable of travelling as far as 10,000km,
38

 as opposed to the heavy early-generation 

warheads it currently possesses, presenting a substantial technological challenge, it could 

pose serious issues for American defence, thus giving further credibility to the perceived 

necessity of the NMD program.
39

 North Korea already poses a major threat to South Korea, 

and in the past has been the object of North Korean threats when talks of ceasing North 

Korean nuclear development have broken down, with senior North Korean official Park Yong-

Su warning in 1994, “Seoul is not far from here. If a war breaks out, it will be a sea of fire. It 

will probably be difficult for you to survive.”
40

 Washington has not taken Pyongyang’s threats 

against Seoul or its intentions to build a nuclear weapons program lightly, and, in the case of 

the above incident, issued a series of sharp warnings outlining its intention to prevent North 

Korea from developing a substantial arsenal of nuclear weapons. The US has already ceased 

food aid programs, created following devastating floods and rampant starvation, following the 

second discovery of North Korea’s uranium weapons program in 2002
41

 in addition to heavy 

economic sanctions and allegedly readying a war-plan centred on precision bombing raids on 

the Yongbyon nuclear facility.
42

 Pyongyang’s threat to US security interests is certainly real 

and is not taken lightly by Washington, due in part to the secretive nature of North Korea, the 

genuine lack of knowledge of the country and the true intentions of its weapons programs; it 

represents a significant challenge to American notions of deterrence.  

 

Deterrence functions on the notion of rationality and self-preservation.
43

 However, the 1993-

1994 crisis gave the US the impression of irrationality because North Korea lacked overall 

strategic capabilities and ability to attack the US itself. It used its abundant artillery batteries – 

of which there are an estimated 10,000 pieces located within striking distance of Seoul,
44

 

where American troops are stationed – as a deterrent against the US. Pyongyang welcomed 

conflict, stating “sanctions mean war” and it would “rather accept war” than surrender defence 

secrets to the US.
45

 North Korea later stated its purpose for possessing nuclear weapons was 

as a deterrent against allegedly hostile American strategy.
46

 This rattled Washington, who 

questioned if the imperative to discover and prevent North Korea’s potential to produce a 

handful of nuclear weapons was worth the risk of a major conflict and “killing a million 

people.”
47

  

 

It is the unpredictability and perceived irrationality of North Korea which gives the threat to US 

interests credence and the necessity of NMD credibility, because North Korea poses a 

perceived potential future threat. Much of this threat has been acquired from Russia. North 

Korea’s arsenal of short-range missiles, LACMs and ASCMs have been copied from Russian 

designs, with the assistance of Russian weapons experts and engineers, in addition to many 

being acquired illegally through arms dealers, such as North Korea’s acquisition of Russia’s 

Kh-55 strategic-range LACM which it has successfully copied and tested into the Sea of 
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Japan numerous times.
48

 As mentioned, the copying of Russian designs and successful 

manufacturing of these highly complex weapons by North Korean engineers could not have 

been completed without aid from Russia, thus giving Russia an unprecedentedly intimate 

knowledge of North Korean arms proliferation and development of WMDs. Moscow would 

have some knowledge of the concealed Yongbyon facility and other enrichment plants if 

Russian engineers have been crossing the border to work for Pyongyang, during and after the 

Soviet-era.  

 

This relationship between North Korea and Russia has the potential to give the West 

opportunities to finally cease North Korean development of nuclear weapons and other 

WMDs. North Korea coverts fuel sources and economic benefits to aid its ailing economy, 

and Russia appeared willing to send tens of thousands of tonnes of heavy fuel oil to North 

Korea to gain a security guarantee. As mentioned, while Russian leadership may be willing to 

trade cash for weapons assistance, it probably prefers North Korea to cease development of 

its nuclear program. Russia further supports the denuclearisation of the Korean peninsula, 

owing to its close geographic position and trade necessity for a stable northeast Asia, with 

North Korea’s military capability to devastate Seoul and the rest of the neighbourhood as 

robust as ever even without the presence of nuclear weapons and other WMDs.
49

 Russia is 

unlikely to want North Korea to continue to mobilise along the DMZ and its participation in the 

six-party talks indicates a desire for North Korea to dismantle its nuclear weapons program.
50

 

Russia has further concerns over a domino effect of South Korea and Japan pursuing nuclear 

programs again.
51

 However, for Washington it has been a daunting task to bring the Russians 

on board against North Korea in other areas, particularly due to Russians fears of an alleged 

refugee crisis if North Korea collapsed. Thus, Russia would prefer stability in the region to suit 

its own deterrent and important trade prospects with the major economic powers in the 

region, but it is not against assisting North Korea on a limited basis providing the business 

incentive is there for them. 

Iran 

 

Similarly, Russia is deeply involved in the Iranian nuclear energy program and development 

of other WMDs. Russia has significant economic and strategic interest in Iran, and politically 

functions as the bridge between an increasingly isolationist Iran and the West. Russia is 

considered to be a key ally in eventually solving the Iranian nuclear issue. While American 

relations with Iran were irrevocably damaged following the Iranian Revolution, Moscow’s ties 

to Iran normalised and strengthened through signing bilateral trade and defence agreements, 

and relations between the two states continue to be friendly into the twenty-first century.
52

 

Russia is content to sell arms and military secrets, on a limited basis, to states it has friendlier 

relations with and values technology sales as a major source of funds, in addition as a tool to 

improve ties between states. Russia’s old Soviet-era nuclear weapons systems are gradually 

in decline, but the state lacks the financial resources to correct this issue and replace them, 
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thus perhaps accounting for the agreement to build the Bushehr plant which has cost Iran 

nearly $1billion.
53

 Iran’s rationale for proliferating nuclear weapons has a number of 

contributing reasons, chief among those fervent opposition to the fact Israel, alone in the 

Middle East, is nuclear capable and supported by the US, in addition to a challenge to the 

notion only a select few nations should be privy to the right to bear nuclear arms.
54

 Previously 

Iran sought nuclear weapons as a defensive measure against the security threat posed by 

Iraq. Furthermore, Tehran fears a future attack by the US, and thus justifies seeking the 

“shelter of a nuclear umbrella” as a means of protection and to make “any American president 

think twice before doing to Iran what Bush did to Saddam.”
55

 

 

However, like North Korea, Iran lacks the domestic specialised technical expertise to develop 

a functioning nuclear weapons program single-handedly, and is thus dependent on external 

foreign sources to proliferate nuclear weapons and other WMDs and its vast energy reserves 

work as a magnet for foreign assistance.
56

 Certainly, Russia is likely to be interested in these 

energy reserves, and has assisted the development of the Iranian weapons program – except 

for nuclear weapons.  

 

In 2001 Iran acquired half-a-dozen Russian Kh-55 LACMs for an estimated US$49.5million, 

ostensibly believed to be primarily for examination and reverse-engineering purposes and not 

to be made operational to the extent that experts within Iran “have been able to rebuild the 

pieces of these missiles” and “the Iranian regime has gained knowledge and access to the 

missile’s technology”. It is more likely Iran sought to pattern a strategic-range LACM on the 

Kh-55, which are fashioned for air-launching on large Russian bombers, instead of the tactical 

aircraft Iran possesses and would thus need to be modified with booster rockets for ground 

launching. Tehran additionally acquired a Russian ground-targeting system, KNO-120, and 

service support from multiple visits by Ukrainian and Russian specialists from 2001-2003 to 

assist Iran’s domestic scientific engineering expertise.
57

 Furthermore, Iran has obtained 

additional tactical weaponry from Russia through the purchase of MiG-29 and SU-25 fighters 

plus upgrades, MiG-29UB combat jets and SU-24-MK bombers, the Tor-M1 air-defence 

system, Mi-17 and Mi-171 helicopters, and 877 EKM class diesel submarines but failed to 

complete construction of the promised naval base included in that deal, as well as 422 T-72 

and 413 BMP-2 tanks.
58

 Most recently Iran unveiled prototypes of long-range unmanned 

bombers with a range of 1,000km and a speed of 900k/ph and the possibility to be armed with 

four cruise missiles or a payload of two 250lbs bombs or one 500lb, primarily intended for 

reconnaissance and testing Iran’s missile defences.
59

  

 

As mentioned, Iran has purchased North Korea’s complex liquid-based Musudan missiles, 

which required Russian technical assistance to become operational as it was beyond North 

Korean capability, and received enough technical support from Russia to have saved years in 

development time on the Shibab-3 missiles, in addition to providing missile production 
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equipment. It is a case similar to North Korea, where Russia was willing to assist Iran on a 

limited basis to achieve various levels of missile capability and selling military hardware. This 

could be for a variety of reasons, and one assumption points to Moscow believing a similarly 

missile-ready state in the Middle East is preferable for their national interests to offset the US 

and one of its closest allies, Israel, in addition to the obvious energy trade incentives aiding 

Iran would provide. On a public level, Russia has taken measures to prevent scientists and 

engineers from covertly working for Iran and North Korea, and has warned companies known 

to have aided Iran and North Korea additional punishment at home shall be meted out in the 

event of being subjected to American sanctions following detection. Furthermore, the Russian 

government applies restrictions on personnel formerly working for the defence department 

with five-year travel limitations requiring government approval before travel. The FSB 

operates on an assumption-of-guilt practice toward Russian specialists suspected or known to 

collaborate with Iran and North Korea.
60

  

 

However, it is unknown whether Russia is covertly involved with the proliferation of other 

WMDs in Iran, due to arms export control and illegal sales being distinctly difficult to monitor 

and police, particularly in the current age of technology where the tacit transfer of documents 

containing highly classified and illegal information to construct missiles and warheads is as 

simple as an email.
61

 Iran further lacks the ability to fashion a warhead that can withstand the 

punishment of re-entry to the atmosphere as well as a durable ICBM or IRBM to develop the 

payload without direct foreign assistance. Russia is unlikely to openly assist Iran achieve a 

weapons capability it does not wish Iran to have, preferring instead for Iran’s weapons 

capability to be “capped” at LACMs to keep the US and Israel in check.  

 

Russia agreed to assist in the construction of a nuclear reactor in Iran but it is ill-suited to 

producing weapons-grade plutonium to generate fissile material, and the reprocessing deal 

prevents that.
62

 The Bushehr power plant’s fuel rods fall well below weapons-grade 

enrichment level, and the uranium supplied to the reactor has an estimated enrichment 

capacity of less than 3.7%. Such a low enrichment capacity gives credence to Russian claims 

Iran did not have a nuclear weapons program since “at least 2003”, The 2007 National 

Intelligence Estimate report determined Iran did not intend to acquire nuclear weapons
63

 and 

acknowledged enrichment suspensions in 2004 and 2006,
64

 vindicating Moscow’s claims and 

decision to assist in the construction of the reactor with enough evidence suggesting it purely 

was for energy sources.
65

 Certainly, Russia is willing to support Iran’s nuclear energy 

aspirations and continue the billion dollar arms trade, but would still be opposed to weapons 

proliferation and would support United Nations sanctions against Iran if serious moves were 

made to “upgrade” to weapons-grade fissile material and enrichment. This would therefore 

allow Russia to continue to play the role of the bridge between the West and Iran and a key 

player in the policing of the Middle East. 
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Rogue state proliferation: has Russia’s involvement posed consequences 
for the Russian-American relationship in the 21st century? 
 

Russia is unlikely to want states such as Iran and North Korea to achieve a nuclear capability 

and prefers to continue in its role as the bridge between Iran and the west. However, it is 

certainly known Russian involvement has caused a degree of consternation with the US and, 

through involvement in the Iranian missile program, Israel. Russian sales of tactical weapons 

to Iran have raised the ire of the US and other members of the international community. 

Furthermore, Washington has latterly accepted the Russian-fuelled reactor at Bushehr is 

intended for civilian energy use, but continues to fear the Bushehr plant will be expanded to 

include uranium enrichment.
66

 The US, together with Israel, worked tirelessly on a campaign 

with the IAEA to block the nuclear energy relationship between Russia and Iran, fearful 

construction of a heavy water facility would significantly increase Iran’s ability to produce 

plutonium and conceal a production plant. In response, Russia, together with China, has 

similarly blocked and frustrated attempts to establish a “coalition against Iran” by softening 

sanctions imposed, signing new trade agreements and security arrangements, and 

demanding construction of the Bushehr plant to be excluded from the UN Security Council 

Resolution 1737.
67

 In the most recent resolution approved by the Security Council, Brazil and 

Turkey voted against invoking sanctions on Iran, under the view new sanctions will not 

resolve the conflict and be counterproductive to diplomacy following successful nuclear fuel 

transfer talks.
68

 Furthermore, the Obama administration only secured the nominal support 

from Russia and China on this resolution only after assurances it would not impair Beijing and 

Moscow’s ability to continue trading with Tehran.
69

 

 

Russia has opposed Security Council resolutions against Iran in the past because Moscow 

does not view Iran’s nuclear program as a stepping-stone towards weaponisation, thus 

potentially accounting for the dismissal of the Iranian threat as a justification for an NMD 

program. American efforts to persuade Russia to vote for sanctions against Iran at the UN – 

which included Condoleezza Rice meeting with Russian counterpart Sergei Lavrov, and 

President Putin – failed because “all members of the NPT have the right to use nuclear 

energy and to enrich uranium as long as it is for civilian use.”
70

 The insistence Iran seeks 

nuclear capability for this reason and exercising its rights as a signatory to the NPT forms the 

major stumbling block and counter-argument to imposing Security Council sanctions against 

Iran, and without Russian support the Security Council was “paralysed.”
71

 Moreover, it was a 

Russian proposal to the IAEA calling for the continuation of the Iranian nuclear program under 

the provision enriched uranium is transferred to Russia, thus denying Iran the know-how for 

enriching uranium to weapons-grade.
72

 This is consistent with Russian beliefs Iran seeks 

nuclear power only for energy purposes, and ultimately Iran will not be able to successfully 

development nuclear weapons because Moscow never intended to supply the weapons or the 

full means to make them. Indeed, it is even alleged Russian intelligence surreptitiously 

promised Mossad of this fact and their involvement with the Bushehr plant construction was 
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“a fundamental Russian interest, both economic and strategic, to know exactly what is 

happening at Bushehr, to control events” because “the last thing Russia wants is Iran with an 

atomic bomb.”
73

 

 

However, Russia’s differing position on Iran had certainly caused a degree of contention with 

the West. Russia was for some time opposed to UN Security Council sanctions against Iran 

as consequence for initially seeking a deceitful nuclear energy capability, regarding it as 

within their rights as members of the NPT, and Russia’s continued interest in uranium 

enrichment purely for civilian energy uses have created numerous obstacles and issues to the 

US and Russia finding common ground on addressing fissile material control and disposal.
74

 

Furthermore, while Russia is likely to remain against Iran acquiring nuclear weapons Russia 

is sympathetic to Iran’s secondary cause for developing a bomb, dissuading an attack,
75

 and 

thus may account for Russia’s willingness to lend support in other areas through the sale of 

non-nuclear tactical and strategic weaponry. Russia’s backing of Iran in this matter may also 

be further attributed to supporting Iran’s desire to protect itself, but also to further develop an 

ally in the region friendlier to Russia than the US, particularly because Moscow may view an 

American “loss” in the region as a Russian “gain”. In addition, should Iran ever construct 

nuclear weapons, Russian leaders rest easy in the knowledge their position on Iran’s list of 

enemies is quite low and would be confident of their ability to secure some form of peaceful 

coexistence and understanding with a nuclear Iran.
76

  

 

Therefore, it becomes imperative for the US to work with other major-power states, most 

importantly Russia, to eventually bring an end to the Iranian nuclear program. Such measures 

require Russia’s assistance to provide the adequate incentives for Iran to cease proliferation, 

which may similarly follow on the lines of the 1994 Agreed Framework with North Korea. 

Pyongyang agreed to cease proliferation under promises of normalised relations, ending the 

threat of economic sanctions and promote greater trade in exchange for oil supplies and the 

construction of light-water reactors purely for energy production, in addition to “formal 

assurances against the threat or use of nuclear weapons by the United States.” The ultimate 

failure of the 1994 Agreed Framework thus serves as a guide for how to deal with Iran and as 

a measure of what to avoid, with security assurances remaining critically important. It is 

further vital Washington ends rhetoric calling for the toppling of the current Iranian regime if 

headway is to be made on the issue. Iran may be willing to come to the table on this matter if 

any such agreements with the West protect Iran’s political sovereignty and “right” to have a 

nuclear energy program, where it is vital to pointedly differentiate between research on 

uranium enrichment, allowed by the NPT, and significant production of enriched uranium, 

prohibited by the NPT.
 77

 Certainly, such an agreement would additionally require Tehran to 

accept safeguards on all its enrichment operations and cooperation with other states for 

inspection, a needed to be performed by Russia. 
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Has Russia’s position on Iran and North Korea added to the deterioration of Russian-

American relations? If Russia remains diametrically opposed to plans for NMD, then it 

becomes inherently important the US engages Russia on the perceived necessity of NMD – 

proliferation of nuclear weapons and other WMDs by rogue states. However, as has been 

demonstrated in this chapter, there remains a fundamental difference in the beliefs and 

understanding of rogue state proliferation by Washington and Moscow. While both states’ 

position on nuclear proliferation is compatible, one of the predominant differences is Russia’s 

lack of belief in the prospects of Iranian nuclear weapon proliferation, because it believes in 

nuclear energy usage and “possession of nuclear engineering does not necessarily mean a 

country can produce nuclear weapons”. The US believes differently, and moves swiftly to 

prevent any state, particularly those it does not share fruitful relations with, from harbouring 

nuclear ambitions that may pose a threat to American interests and national security. 

Therefore, this reinforces Moscow’s perception Washington’s chief justification and rationale 

for the NMD program was untrue and lacking the transparency to reassure Moscow the real 

intent for NMD was not to erode Russia’s own nuclear deterrent threat and first-strike 

capability.
78

  

 

Moscow’s previous attempts to block sanctions placed upon Iran and its continued sale of 

tactical weaponry would have certainly created tension with Washington and the pressure 

applied by the US for Russia to abandon the Bushehr construction doubtlessly would have 

not been welcomed by Moscow.
79

 Without Moscow fully on board, the US and the UN 

Security Council could not fully act on Iran as long as Russia continued to be an obstacle, 

creating preventative measures and voting against previous planned sanctions, and providing 

Iran with the relief needed if heavy sanctions are imposed.
80

 Certainly, this stumbling block, 

support for a state considered an “outpost of tyranny” and promotion of nuclear energy in 

developing countries around the world
81

 has contributed to the decline of Russian-American 

relations and plunging to all-new lows. Russia doubtlessly favours continued relations with 

Iran, for it benefits Russian interests in the region and economic investment, and is unlikely to 

want to surrender that even under threat of Security Council sanctions. However, Moscow will 

always want a seat at the table and insist on an involvement in the Iranian issue and 

discussion on nuclear energy proliferation protected by NPT rights. It is clear they will hold out 

on the two choices Washington seemingly had for them: join the hegemonic coalition or 

oppose it.
82

 Russia, as with most of their foreign policy, would rather do both and do it their 

own way in spite of American concerns and criticisms.
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“Whether America or Russia, neither of us would benefit from a nuclear arms race in East 

Asia or the Middle East. That is why we should be united in opposing North Korea's efforts to 

become a nuclear power, and opposing Iran's efforts to acquire a nuclear weapon. And I'm 

pleased that President Medvedev and I agreed upon a joint threat assessment of the ballistic 

challenges -- ballistic missile challenges of the 21st century, including from Iran and North 

Korea.” 

 

Barrack Obama, 2009 

 

“With you, we link all our hopes for the furtherance of relations between our two countries.” 

 

Vladimir Putin, 2009 COPY
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Chapter 3: Joint Missile Defence 
 

A Russian attack on the United States is highly unlikely, if not entirely improbable. The 

downsizing of Russia’s nuclear arsenal and dismemberment of many long-range missiles has 

been the main contributor to the number of ballistic missiles, nuclear warheads and other 

WMDs aimed at the US and its closest allies decreasing by 71% since 1987. Additionally, the 

number of medium-range ballistic missiles pointed at the US and its allies has further 

decreased by 80% since 1987.
1
 Russia no longer looms as the biggest threat to US strategic 

interests or its national security, so too its massive nuclear arsenal no longer poses a major 

threat to the US.
2
 Furthermore, since the demise of the Soviet Union, Russia and the US have 

signed a number of treaties and arms agreements to reduce the number of WMDs in the 

world and to amend many of the old treaties governing their weapons stockpiles, seemingly 

working in congruence to eventually achieve greater global disarmament.  

 

With Washington shifting its gaze to other, newer enemies such as Iran and North Korea, 

these states now represent the greatest perceived threat to US strategic interests and 

national security. Following the September 11 terrorist attacks Russia became a willing 

partner in the “coalition against terror”, although critics of Russia’s eagerness to side with the 

US in the global war on terror claim it was predominantly done to validate the war in 

Chechnya rather than any overly sympathetic feeling of justice for the US after the attacks.
3
 

Indeed, prior to September 11, 2001, Russia regarded itself as the only “country in the world 

that has confronted terrorism on a grand scale” and took every measure to present its 

struggles in Chechnya as a component of the coalition’s overall struggle against Islamist 

extremism and fundamentalism. Following September 11, 2001 western leaders drew 

parallels between the Russian and American experiences combating terror, that they were not 

“against Islam or the [Chechen] people” but “against the cancer of international terrorism”, 

thus giving justification to Russia’s methods in Chechnya. Furthermore, Russia has become 

involved in a support role for the US war in Afghanistan, due to its close geographical 

proximity and prior experience in Afghanistan, and has further resulted in Moscow and 

Washington forming a strategic partnership in the war on terror reflecting common interests.
4
  

 

While it is not the intent of this thesis to analyse the war on terror, the Russo-American 

cooperative efforts to combat it certainly has seen the two states dragged closer together to 

form new strategic arrangements to suit both states’ security interests.
5
 These allied efforts in 

the war on terror therefore create a platform for the US and Russia to seemingly work 

together. Despite whatever differences the two states may have and the still distanced nature 

of their relationship, joint security efforts are now feasible. 
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Similarly, Russia, as a member of the Six-Party Talks, has played a critical role in western 

attempts to denuclearise and end proliferation of nuclear weapons in North Korea and Iran, 

although Moscow does maintain various degrees of support for the two states regardless 

through other means.
6
 It is for these reasons Russia and the US have begun the slow path to 

greater joint security, and the importance of engaging Russia on broader global security 

issues such as missile defence becomes even more imperative. The Bush administration’s 

proposal to establish missile defence bases in Eastern Europe greatly contributed to the 

deterioration of Russian-American relations, however for the US to achieve its own security 

goals cooperative security with Russia would doubtlessly go a long way to reducing the 

concerns of a major-power. The intent of the Bush administration’s bases was to ward off the 

threat of a nuclear Iran and protect Europe; however Russia has remained sceptical about the 

possibility of Iran obtaining functioning nuclear weapons, and therefore viewed the proposed 

bases as unnecessary and provocative in relation to Russia’s own nuclear capabilities. 

Instead, Moscow has been receptive to other forms of missile defence which do not place 

American-operated interceptors within close range to the Russian border and key Russian 

security zones. Like American leaders their Russian counterparts do not wish for Iran and 

North Korea to obtain nuclear weapons capability, and therefore it becomes vital for these two 

states to find common ground on the issue of missile defence and work to obtaining a 

functioning joint missile defence platform. 

 

It is the purpose of this chapter to analyse and discuss the feasibility of joint missile defence 

between the US and Russia in the twenty-first century, citing examples of cooperative security 

between the two states as justification for the feasibility of limited joint missile defence. As 

such, this chapter shall further discuss the combined effort in the global war on terror as a 

basis for greater joint missile defence and global security between Russia and the US in other 

critical areas, such as the stabilising of Afghanistan and engaging Iran to refrain from a 

nuclear proliferation program, and further discuss suggested alternatives to NMD to solve the 

Russian-American dispute. This chapter shall also discuss America seeking Russian 

involvement during the development of NMD, further discussing how that would diminish the 

antagonistic role NMD has played in the deterioration of Russian-American relations and 

enabling the two states to further police rogue states and monitor the global proliferation of 

weapons of mass destruction outside the nuclear states. 

Russian-American joint security in the 21st century 
 

This thesis argues for the importance of the US adequately engaging Russian leaders to 

assist and contribute to eventually solving the number of crises involving weapons 

proliferation around the world, particularly by states whose regimes remain unfriendly and 

ostensibly hostile to Washington with a goal of obtaining nuclear weapons. For Washington, it 

is the unacceptable prospect of one of these states acquiring nuclear weapons, particularly as 

the information to do so is readily available. Any state “needs only the money, the 
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infrastructure, the know-how and the patience to make the bomb” with thousands of trained 

nuclear physicists to be found in the developing world.
7
 With the partial exception of he Bush 

administration, American leaders operate on a notion of the centrality of the NPT, where 

signatories pledge not to obtain nuclear weapons, and thus American leaders will undertake 

every measure possible to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons, just as it coaxed most of 

the world’s states to eventually sign up to the NPT and monitored compliance with its terms. It 

is a focal point of American foreign policy to maintain the tranquillity of the world and minimise 

prospects of nuclear war by preventing uncontrolled usage of nuclear energy as much as 

possible.
8
 As established in the previous chapter, this differs from Russian policy on the 

nuclear issue, where the use of nuclear power for energy is encouraged as it promotes trade 

and investment in Russian resources.
9
  

 

However, the two states agree on the issue of the spread nuclear arms proliferation around 

the world. Despite Russia’s willingness to assist in the construction of a reactor in Iran, this 

was only carried out to promote energy uses and suitable precautions have been taken to 

prevent the Bushehr plant from being capable of producing the enriched uranium required to 

give Iran the necessary tools to develop a functioning nuclear warhead. Bushehr is now 

operational and Russian-sourced fuel-loading has begun, but only under the provision spent 

fuel is returned to Russia. The uranium used at Bushehr falls well below the greater than 90% 

enrichment level needed for a nuclear warhead, and Bushehr is alleged to be able to produce 

a maximum 20% once fully operational.
10

 Moscow has repeatedly pledged to “safeguard” 

Bushehr and prevent spent fuel being shifted elsewhere, retrieving the spent fuel for 

reprocessing in Russia. Bushehr is not viewed as a proliferation risk as long as these 

measures remain in place and the plant is purely operated to produce power for electricity 

and to conduct medical research.
11

 Russian engineers will maintain control over Bushehr to 

ensure the spent fuel is not diverted elsewhere,
12

 and the US State Department views 

Bushehr as “no proliferation risk” as long as the plant is predominantly Russian-operated.
13

 

 

Like the US, Russia does not want Iran to have nuclear weapons for much of the same 

reasons: it would represent a challenge to the nuclear power in the region and around the 

world, and cause a destabilising effect in the Middle East, damaging Russia’s national 

interests, reducing the margin of superiority over a state like Iran and posing an unacceptable 

risk for Russia’s regional interests.
14

 Preventing a state such as Iran obtaining nuclear 

weapons seemingly is a shared security interest of Russia and the US, and should therefore 

naturally create a basis for the two states coming together to discuss greater joint security 

and joint missile defence. It is unlikely Washington and Moscow will ever completely see eye-

to-eye on every issue and form the kind of security partnership the US shares with the United 

Kingdom. Cooperation on the issue of terrorism did not fundamentally change the strategic 

relationship between the US and Russia; rather it just brought the two states together on one 

major issue.
15

 However, there is still the foundation to suggest these two states can work 
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together to put an end to many of the world’s security dilemmas. Primarily, this is because 

there have been occasions following the Cold War where the US and Russia have combined 

and found reason to support each other on a common cause, including the First Gulf War. In 

essence, if it worked then, why not on missile defence? 

 

Since the dissolution of the Soviet Union Russia has undergone a transformation in much of 

its foreign and military policy. During the Yeltsin administration defence procurement was 

reduced by an estimated 90%, nuclear arms were reduced in cooperation with the US, 

acceptance of NATO’s eventual eastward expansion into the Baltics, and Russia even 

participated in the United Nations-led efforts to end the civil wars and brutality in Yugoslavia, 

the first time it had allied with the West in an armed conflict since the Second World War.
16

 As 

mentioned, following the September 11 terrorist attacks Putin’s Russia reoriented foreign 

policy and aligned with the US in combating terrorism because of its perceived serious threat 

to Russia’s national security. Prevailing attitudes in Moscow and Washington regarding 

terrorism are effectively identical.
17

 

 

Certainly, these actions have had two major consequential results: it draws Russia closer to 

the West and increases Russian involvement on numerous global security issues, and 

potentially warms Washington up to the idea of working cooperatively with Russia in addition 

to ending Russia’s goal of combating American unipolarity.
18

 Most recently Russia’s 

alignment with the coalition of the willing has dragged it closer to the West, as Russia has 

assisted in the US struggle in Afghanistan. Russia has accordingly given its tacit consent for 

the US Air Force to use airbases in neighbouring Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan; an 

area Moscow unambiguously regards as a legitimate sphere of influence
19

 but denied the US 

access to airspace over Russia itself.
20

 Additionally, Russia pledged to share intelligence and 

increase the supply of weapons to the Northern Alliance in Afghanistan that is also fighting 

the Taliban, as a show of support to the West.
21

 Furthermore, Moscow openly dialogues with 

Hamas and Hezbollah, and much of its other international efforts to counter terrorism include 

diplomatic initiatives in the UN and bilateral cooperation with other like-minded terrorist-

affected states, as well as multilateral cooperation with members of the CIS and the Collective 

Security Treaty Organisation, and spearheading dialogue with the Islamic world which 

included the establishment of the Russia-Islamic World Strategic Vision Group in 2006 to curb 

the ideological appeal of terrorism and Islamic extremism.
22

  

 

Therefore, on the issue of the global war on terror, Russia is certainly a more than willing 

party and happy to side with the US and its allies. However this stems from coinciding and 

suiting Russia’s own domestic political agenda regarding Chechnya and an urgency to 

capitalise on foreign goodwill following September 11.  
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However, there are a number of difficulties and limitations to greater Russian-American joint 

security. Primarily, there are fundamental differences between the two states’, differences in 

the goals of their foreign policies and visions for the world. Certainly, the US will do everything 

possible to maintain its status as the world’s only true superpower, while Russia seeks to 

return to former glory and re-establish itself as a superpower with a much stronger market 

economy seeking to capitalise on Russia’s abundant wealth in tradeable minerals.
23

 

Furthermore, some of these deep-seated differences are almost certainly always going to 

exist. Cooperation on the issue of terrorism did not fundamentally change the strategic 

relationship between Washington and Moscow. The crucial security issues dividing the two 

states were still atop the agenda, arguably even unaffected by the terrorism-inspired 

partnership.
24

 The complete ideological difference over missile defence, weapons proliferation 

and non-weapons-use of nuclear energy represent the greatest struggle and limitations of 

joint security between the US and Russia. In essence, as long as the Bush administration 

harboured goals of developing an NMD program under the original guise and removing the 

US from treaties binding weapons proliferation, Russia was always going to be opposed 

because of perceived threat to its own interests and nuclear deterrent.  

 

For Moscow and Washington to form a cooperative partnership on missile defence there had 

to be a shift in thinking and a greater willingness to work jointly once the Obama 

administration assumed leadership of the US. Indeed, there are signs indicating this is 

happening following the signing of the New START agreement, whereby strategic nuclear 

warheads are limited to 1,550 and launchers equipped for nuclear armaments are reduced to 

800 if the treaty is ratified.
25

 

 

This assumption is founded in Washington and Moscow ultimately having compatible views 

on the proliferation of major WMDs – nuclear weapons, with both states in agreement other 

states acquiring these weapons represents a major destabilising affect on the world. Despite 

Russia’s “peaceful nuclear assistance” to Iran for energy purposes, it has worked to prevent 

Iran from acquiring all the necessary tools to complete an operating nuclear weapons 

program, primarily by moving to transfer all spent nuclear fuel out of Iran and into Russia, and 

upgrading enriched uranium for weapons purposes. If Iran were to achieve this capability, it 

could create a challenge to the Russian nuclear primacy and relative military superiority in the 

Caucasus, therefore accounting for Russia’s desire to keep Iran nuclear weapons-free.
26

 

Similarly, the US has actively attempted to engage Russia in the Six-Party Talks to disarm 

North Korea, and Russia’s involvement in those talks displays a common agreement on the 

issue of a nuclear armed North Korea. 

 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, Russia has been willing to assist Iran develop nuclear 

energy sources because Moscow does not view Iran’s nuclear program as a stepping-stone 

towards future weaponisation, rather purely as a means of energy for civilian use.
27
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Washington viewed it differently and the potential for an operating Iranian nuclear warhead 

was the primary justification by the Bush administration for developing the defence shield and 

missile defence bases in Eastern Europe.  

 

While both states are in agreement on preventing the spread of nuclear weapons, Russia has 

remained vigilant in its opposition to BMD bases due to its fundamental lack of belief in their 

necessity. Essentially, Russia’s position stems from if the purported purpose of the bases is to 

protect the US and its security interests from a threat which ultimately does not exist, there 

must be an alternative reason for seeking these high-cost, low-reward defensive shields. In 

the eyes of Russian leaders, this is regarded as an encroachment to Russia’s borders, 

interests in Eastern Europe and a move to erode Russia’s nuclear deterrent.  

 

Nevertheless, Russia’s contention was not so much with the concept of protecting Europe, 

where Russia has substantial interests of its own, but simply with the placement of the bases 

themselves in countries near the Russian border and formerly belonging to the Eastern bloc. 

Moscow could also further argue against the bases using their disbelief in the prospects of an 

operating Iranian nuclear weapon as justification. If the threat does not exist, the bases so 

close to Russia’s borders do not need to exist. However, Russia is acutely aware of the threat 

because of the numerous obstacles and roadblocks it has willingly put into place to prevent 

Iran obtaining a nuclear threat. Moscow does not want Tehran acquiring nuclear weapons, 

but it does want the economic benefits from the sale and construction of light-water reactors 

and other military hardware to Iran
28

. Moscow conceded to that fact but only agreed to assist 

Iran complete the construction of the Bushehr plant under the provision all spent nuclear fuel 

is removed from Iran and transported back into Russia, therefore preventing the possibility of 

the fuel from enrichment and creating a major hurdle to proliferating nuclear weapons. In 

2005, such a deal was brokered, and Moscow claimed the deal saw spent fuel reprocessed in 

Russia, in addition to IAEA inspections taking place.
29

  

 

In the eyes of Moscow, the threat of Iranian nuclear weapons proliferation has largely been 

quelled, because the Kremlin has taken numerous measures and precautions to ensure it 

does not eventuate. As mentioned, it is unlikely either side will fully agree on the rationale for 

an NMD program, and it would be incorrect to assert these differences can be totally 

overcome. However, both states seemingly share opinion over Iran, and indeed North Korea, 

becoming nuclear-states. Thus, this forms the foundation of the necessity of the possibility for 

Russian-American joint security cooperation on missile defence. Critically, it needs to be a 

different form of joint security than the establishment of an NMD program with BMD bases 

situated in states bordering Russia.  

 

A possible solution to the issue may be the development of a new strategy for joint-theatre 

missile defence, differing from NMD as TMD mainly protects against shorter-range missiles – 
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SRBMs and IRBMs – and uses slower interceptors. Conceptually, TMD systems are intended 

to protect American military personnel stationed abroad as well as the territory of allied 

nations within range of conflict zones and unfriendly states.
30

 TMD strategies are not opposed 

by Moscow and Beijing and are not viewed as a threat to nuclear deterrence. TMD is not 

capable of handling large numbers of weapons and the sophisticated penetration aids of 

established nuclear powers; it would only be effective against emerging missile-states with 

limited missile capability.
31

 Furthermore, it is also the form of missile defence most likely 

implemented by Moscow to adequately protect their interests against the possibility of an 

Iranian attack, and given Russia’s strong economic bonds with Western Europe it is asserted 

such a strategy is unlikely to be opposed too strongly by Moscow, especially considering it 

would tie in with recent NATO-Russia Council discussion on missile defence cooperation.
32

  

 

The Obama administration has addressed this issue by heavily modifying Bush’s approach to 

missile defence, incorporating a more extensive and flexible missile defence system properly 

geared toward Iran’s missile capability. This should be more compatible with Russia’s stance 

on missile defence, as it removes the most contentious aspect by cancelling the proposed 

bases in Poland.
33

 

 

Such a cooperative agreement is not impossible, as the Obama administration’s proposal of 

TMD addresses Russian concerns over a threat to its nuclear deterrent and geopolitical 

primacy, while also adequately safeguarding the US and its interests from the identified 

Iranian and North Korean threat
34

 and falling in line with the Obama administration’s plans for 

missile defence where the importance of protecting American military forces is emphasised.
35

 

Essentially, such a proposal would placate both sides and give Moscow and Washington an 

acceptable outcome. This is not an implausible outcome primarily because Washington and 

Moscow have been capable of forming other cooperative security arrangements in the recent 

past. The US and Russia allied as peacekeepers to end the civil wars in the former 

Yugoslavia; presently Russia is a willing participant in the UN Peacekeeping forces in Sudan 

and DR Congo, donating in excess of US$120million to the cause in 2009,
36

 and spearheads 

the international effort to find a resolution to the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute between 

neighbouring Armenia and Azerbaijan.
37

 This, in addition to support given to the war on terror 

and the conflict in Afghanistan, demonstrates that cooperative security arrangements 

between the US and Russia are certainly possible. They are necessary to adequately control 

and solve the world’s security issues. It is an argument of this thesis such an arrangement 

between Washington and Moscow over missile defence is possible, and indeed vital to the 

prevention of proliferation of nuclear weapons and other WMDs by unfriendly states, 

recognising such an agreement on missile defence in the future requires a number of 

concessions from both sides to find a common ground again, which has been proven possible 

by Russia’s involvement on other security issues involving the US.  
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There are numerous stumbling blocks preventing such an arrangement developing, as 

mentioned in the previous chapter. However, it is certainly imperative for the US to 

constructively engage Russia on the issue of weapons proliferation in a manner more 

compatible with Russia’s interests. In essence, Russia would not object to the current 

situation with Iran continuing, whereby Iran does not have nuclear weapons and is reliant on 

Russian investment through other areas, thus accounting for Russia preventing UN sanctions 

from being imposed on Iran.
38

 There is little incentive for Moscow to shift its present stance on 

Iran, to do so would be to potentially concede to the perceived Iranian threat and recognise 

part of Washington’s justification for the BMD bases. However, the West is denied UN 

Security Council endorsement for fully acting against Iran unless Russia agrees to any 

resolutions.
39

 Such cooperation on missile defence may be difficult to achieve, but Russia is 

so diametrically opposed to BMD bases and NMD, initiating Moscow into the process of 

monitoring the weapons programs of Iran and North Korea may go some way to appeasing 

concerns on missile defence and strengthening Russia’s voice in security affairs. Such a 

cooperative process would not have been possible if the Obama administration had 

proceeded with the Bush administration’s proposal to establish an NMD program, particularly 

located within close firing range to the Russian border. Nevertheless, cooperative security 

arrangements between the US and Russia might contribute to the end of tensions and the 

hostile posturing of Moscow to the West, and may prevent actions such as the 2008 South 

Ossetia War in Georgia, where the contentious issue of missile defence bases in Eastern 

Europe was certainly an underlying motive in Russia’s decision to flaunt its military prowess in 

front of the West reoccurring.
40

 

American NMD and Moscow 
 

Russia maintained an open opposition to the Bush administration’s proposal to establish 

missile defence bases in Europe, and would have remained unwavering in resisting them in 

as long as the US sought to develop these bases single-handedly. However, because Russia 

possesses such a large weapons capability in its own right, while also being geographically 

close with Iran and North Korea and having highly-skilled technicians proficient in missile 

technology, it would be foolish of Washington to ignore and rule out the possibility of joint 

missile defence with Russian leaders playing a vital role in the containing, monitoring and 

policing of the world’s rogue states. The proposal by the Bush administration to establish 

these BMD bases contributed to a considerable amount of damage to the Russian-American 

relationship, causing friction and tensions to escalate to a point reminiscent of the Cold War-

era than the warmer relationship the two states shared following the collapse of the Soviet 

Union. 

 

Despite Russia’s outspoken resentment to the proposal, the Bush administration was 

generally rather transparent with its intentions for the bases, continually attempting to 

reassure Russian leaders the purpose of the bases was not to antagonise Russia, nor was it 
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to pose a threat to Russia’s ICBM force and strategic force of sea-based SLBMs. Washington 

was prepared to be transparent regarding the purpose of the bases and claimed it would 

consider and be willing to explore cooperation with Russia across the full spectrum of missile 

defence.
41

 Additionally, the Bush administration provided Russian leaders with a 

comprehensive list of possible cooperative defence measures in 2007, including: a proposal 

to develop joint regional missile defence architecture incorporating both American and 

Russian missile defence assets, and incorporated radar warning systems to jointly monitor 

close approximate Iranian missile activity, sharing any relevant data and information.
 42

 

Furthermore, it has been suggested by NATO Secretary-General Anders Rasmussen Russia 

should be “brought under one security roof” and, in spite of Russia’s non-membership to 

NATO, play a key role in “building and operating a common nuclear-defence shield” as “[a 

member] of the family”.
43

 However, engaging Russia in this way would only be possible if the 

Bush administration’s plans to deploy long-range missile defences in Eastern Europe were 

indefinitely suspended and altogether removed from the proposed defence-shield. Moscow 

would have been unlikely to change its position on this issue while anti-long-range missile 

interceptors are situated nearby and will not alter its notion American missile defence in 

Europe will create a strategic instability threatening Russia’s nuclear deterrent and an 

environment of encirclement. Russia’s restoration as a great power is one of the most 

important aspects of its foreign policy, Moscow will not allow that to be compromised by 

allowing American Patriot missile batteries to be placed 60km from the Russian border.
44

 

 

The ascension of the Obama administration resulted in a change in thinking toward American 

NMD plans. Indeed, the Obama administration scrapped the key component of the Bush 

administration’s proposal which caused much of the contention with Moscow – situating 

missile defence bases in Poland and the Czech Republic. Essentially, it was not enough for 

Washington to share selected information with Moscow and to insist it was only aimed at 

rogue states and not as a threat to Russia’s nuclear deterrent. It was rather the principle of 

situating these bases in such close proximity to the Russian border that “incensed Moscow.”
45

 

As suggested, an alternate strategic agreement incorporating different concepts to NMD, 

such as TMD, has potential to bridge the divide between Washington and Moscow on missile 

defence. Russia is only likely to become involved in the development of a European missile 

shield “as equals, with full rights and assessing all the threats” and would not accept any role 

subordinate to Washington.
46

 The Obama administration’s plans to build a missile defence 

system implementing dozens of SM-3 missile interceptors attached to Aegis cruisers in the 

Mediterranean and Black Sea, working in conjunction with an X-Band radar located nearby,
47

 

are certainly a less antagonistic approach to missile defence as it abandons the most 

controversial aspect of the Bush administration’s approach, and may be a further platform for 

the Washington and Moscow to work cooperatively on missile defence. 
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It is key for the US to constructively engage Russia if plans for a defence shield continue to 

go ahead into the new decade, however for it to be successful it must be a proposal that 

“addresses their [Russia’s] concern about being surrounded.”
48

 Optimistically, Washington 

has certainly been open to incorporating Moscow into the shield and, in addition to 

consultations and assurances discussed above, at the NATO Bucharest Summit it was 

suggested the US, Russia and NATO explore the potential linking of missile defence systems 

with a view to explore strategic options once tactical missile defence is achieved.
49

 

Furthermore, Russian involvement in the defence shield can be extended to the development 

of the additional radar sites needed for the transportable Forward-Based X-Band Radar 

necessary to implement a missile defence shield. Indeed, Putin extended the proposal for the 

radar to be working in conjunction with the Qabala radar station already operated by Russia in 

Azerbaijan, which has a lease expiring in 2012 and the option of renewal. Such a proposal 

may open up new options for Russian-American cooperation. The prior plans for the radar 

were for it to be placed closer to Iran than previous sites in Europe, likely in Turkey, and given 

Azerbaijan borders Iran it is ideally situated for this purpose. American objections may arise, 

however, and Azerbaijan may be perceived as being “under the thumb” of Moscow from a 

military standpoint and the Putin proposal may have further intended for it to be a Russian-

controlled site, which the Pentagon would be unwilling to accept.
50

 It must be a genuinely joint 

facility for both states to agree. 

 

Any agreement on this issue is likely to require a number of concessions from Washington 

and Moscow to achieve joint missile defence and security. Essentially, neither side is likely to 

get entirely what they want if such proposals and agreements are to be forged successfully. It 

is paramount for such agreements to work Russia’s perceived threat of “forced helplessness” 

in the wake of an American first-strike must be addressed. Russia will want to be regarded as 

equals and will not accept any slight on its sovereignty.
51

 If missile defence is an extension of 

deterrence, Moscow must be convinced missile defence will enhance Russia’s deterrent. 

Furthermore, it is recognised such agreements require a significant increase in mutual trust to 

be successfully achieved, particularly on the Russian side where suspicion of Washington is 

particularly pronounced on strategic arms control.
52

 However, this thesis argues such a 

prospect is not altogether impossible, owing to the number of previous arrangements that 

have been implemented between the US and Russia in the years following the Cold War. 

 

Engaging Russia in a manner suiting Moscow is certainly the only way to reduce the 

antagonistic role of NMD, and the US has continued to explore opportunities for bilateral 

cooperation with Russia and within NATO.
53

 Ultimately, Russia seeks a role in Europe and 

views American military installations and European institutions in former satellites and Soviet 

republics as another step towards excluding Moscow from European affairs, with the goal of 

encircling Russia.
54

 This paranoia is a significant hurdle the US will be forced to overcome if 

goals of a defence shield are implemented without further protracted Russian objections.
55
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Ignoring Russia would be the ultimate snub and give neither state the result it wants: 

successful monitoring, policing and prevention of potentially irrational states such as Iran and 

North Korea acquiring a nuclear weapon and the ability to strike into their own regional 

territory with other destructive WMDs.  

 

One way to do this is to reduce the antagonistic role of NMD in the eyes of other major-power 

nuclear-states and adequately incorporate these states into the development of a global 

defence shield and explore other measures to achieve the goal of successful prevention of 

proliferation. However, because of the long lead time in building and deploying the relative 

uncertainty of missile defence technology, in addition to the growing danger of a potential 

nuclear threat from rogue states, the need for the US and its allies to move forward with 

adequate proposals that address all concerns becomes increasingly more important.
56

  

 

The issue is this can only be achieved with the tacit agreement of Russia, whose objections 

simply cannot be ignored. Therefore, the challenge for the Obama administration is to find a 

solution to the Russian problem to the nuclear question by broadening their understanding of 

the ways missile defence complements other measures to combat proliferation without 

presenting a threat to the Russian nuclear deterrent and an encroachment of Russia’s 

interests. If this is achieved it would create a major force in curtailing the nuclear dreams of 

Iran and North Korea: the world’s rogue states.COPY
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Conclusion 
 

The Bush administration regarded original plans for an NMD system as an extension of the 

United States’ deterrent option, enhancing defensive capabilities against the perceived threat 

of Iran and North Korea as those two “rogue states” were believed to be developing a nuclear 

weapons program. However, Russia was promptly opposed to the Bush administration’s NMD 

proposal, viewing it as antagonistic and provocative.  

 

Moscow viewed the original NMD proposal as a move to encircle Russia and erode Russia’s 

nuclear deterrent and second-strike capability through the establishment of BMD bases in 

Eastern Europe and Alaska. Moscow viewed the Bush administration’s proposal as 

unnecessary and remained sceptical of the perceived threat of Iran and North Korea. In 

Russia’s eyes, the Bush administration proposal was intended for a threat which did not exist. 

Moscow was adamant the nuclear weapons aspirations of particularly Iran had ceased, and 

there was no proper justification for establishing BMD bases in Eastern Europe other than as 

a move against Russia. Due to these differences over missile defence the US and Russia 

clashed over other issues, and it is asserted the issue of BMD bases in Eastern Europe has 

been the major contributing factor in the steady decline of Russian-American relations in the 

recent past. This decline particularly manifested during the 2008 South Ossetia War, where 

Moscow acted not out of any desire to defend “a few thousand South Ossetians,” but primarily 

to reassert Russia’s grip over the region and effectively make a statement to the Bush 

administration that it would not allow for encirclement and a diminished regional primacy 

caused by NATO’s East-West expansion. 

 

Nevertheless, Russia remained undeterred in eventually completing construction of Iran’s first 

functioning nuclear facility and continuing the billion dollar military hardware trade between 

the two states. Moscow does not view Iran’s nuclear program as a stepping-stone to 

weaponisation, and has continually dismissed claims the Bushehr plant could be covertly 

expanded to a production plant of highly-enriched uranium, citing the plant’s strict civilian use. 

However, it is clear Russia would prefer Iran’s nuclear capability to reach this limited capacity, 

and precautionary measures have been implemented to prevent plants such as Bushehr 

being used for high-level uranium enrichment. Bushehr is Russian-fuelled, largely Russian-

operated and Iran has agreed that spent fuel is to be reprocessed in Russia. Similarly, 

Moscow and Washington ultimately share compatible views on the issue of Iran becoming 

nuclear capable, and neither state wishes to see this happen. 

 

This thesis argues for joint missile defence and joint security arrangements between the US 

and Russia. It is believed such arrangements are feasible as the two states share similar 

views on the proliferation and spread of nuclear weapons around the world, with neither 
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wishing to see “rogue states” achieve a nuclear capability. Furthermore, there is cause to 

believe the US and Russia can seemingly unite on a major security issue such as missile 

defence as there is precedent. Russia had been a willing participant in the global war on 

terror and assisted the US in Afghanistan. Russia eventually further supported Western 

efforts in the Yugoslav wars despite initial support for Serbia, Russia’s traditional ally, in 

addition to other peacekeeping missions around the world. However, the difficulties and 

limitations of Russian-American joint security are recognised and a number of concessions 

had to be made before any feasible joint security could be achieved.  

 

Among these concessions from Washington was the necessary adjustments made to the 

original NMD proposal. The removal of bases planned for Eastern Europe by the Obama 

administration represents a significant change in US thinking on missile defence and removes 

the major Russian complaint of the proposal. If plans for a defence-shield were to continue to 

go ahead following the succession of the Obama administration, it was imperative to engage 

Russia constructively and in a manner which allayed fears of encirclement and the erosion of 

Russia’s nuclear deterrent. One such proposal made in this thesis is for the European 

defensive-shield to incorporate concepts of TMD rather than the blanket plan of NMD by the 

Bush administration. Concepts of TMD are suited to safeguarding against shorter-range 

missiles and use slower interceptors. Crucially, TMD does not represent a threat to Russia’s 

nuclear deterrent, which would therefore mean a proposal incorporating TMD is likely to be 

more receptive by Moscow, and could thus be the foundation of future joint-BMD plans 

between the US and Russia. It is ideally suited to protecting against an emerging missile-state 

such as Iran and falls in line with the Obama administration’s decision to heavily modify 

Bush’s approach to missile defence.  

 

TMD plans placate both sides. The US would still be able to achieve its goal of constructing a 

defence-shield to safeguard itself and its interests from the perceived threat of Iran and North 

Korea. It would also address Russian concerns of a perceived threat to its nuclear deterrent, 

fears of encirclement and reduction of geopolitical primacy. Ultimately, it would be an 

acceptable outcome. Neither side would truly get what they want. However it would certainly 

be beneficial if the US and Russia were to work towards a solution to the missile defence 

problem which does not dramatically disadvantage the other as would have happened with 

the Bush administration’s original proposal.  

 

It is only possible for the United States and Russia to agree on this issue because the 

controversial plans of the Bush administration were largely scrapped by the Obama 

administration. The removal of the proposal to establish BMD bases in Eastern Europe by the 

Obama administration is the change in international relations procedure which created the 

possibility for improvement in Russian-American relations. Without this change, particularly 

the change in administration in Washington, it is likely there would have been a structural 
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continuation of the hardline Bush administration with the prospective McCain-Palin 

administration on the issue of missile defence and relations with Russia. Through good 

judgement the Obama administration has acted to approach this issue in a far more 

compatible style than the Bush administration had for years. The relationship between Russia 

and the United States looks to be steadily improving as new arms reduction agreements are 

signed and the hostility of the recent past diminishes. It is imperative such a course continues. 

Indeed it is one of the most important tasks faced by the Obama administration in engaging 

the world’s “other” military major-power, bringing them onside and constructively involved in 

the global prevention of the spread of nuclear weapons and development of weapons of mass 

destruction. 
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